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ABSTRACT
Accurate interpretations of geochemical data in environmental and mineral
exploration studies require that the natural concentrations of elements in astudy area be

known. One way of providing these data is tocreate a regional geochemical atlas.As a
trial for New Mexico, a regionalgeochemical atlas was created for partof Socorro
County. The sampling protocol followed the recommendations set forth by the
International Geological Correlation Programs Project 259 (Darnley et al., 1995). By
following these recommendations the data from this project may eventually be
incorporated into a global geochemical database.Samples were collected &om within
cells of a 3 X 3-km grid based on the UTM coordinate system. One sample site for each
grid cell was selected based on an absenceof obvious contamination, accessibility, and
representation of the cell. Stream sediments were chosen as a sample media because they
represent a composite of the < 150 pm sediment fraction taken over 50 mof the
streambed. Samples were analyzed by wavelength dispersive x-ray fluorescence for
Si02, Al203, CaO, FezO3, K20, MgO, MnO, Na20, P205, Ti02, As, Ba, Cr, Cu, Ga, Mo,
Nb, Ni, Pb, Rb, Sr, Th, U, V, Y, Zn, and Zr. The monitoring of analytical reproducibility
as well as within stream variation involved the use of triplicate samples in an unbalanced
two-level design. Analysis of international standard reference materials ensured the
precision and accuracy of the data. Results show that nearly all elements have trends that
are correlative with the varying geologyofthe region (e.g., Paleozoic sediments, and
Tertiary andesitic and rhyolitic volcanics). There also exists the presence of three multielement anomalous regions within the study area. These occur in the Magdalena
Mountains, Socorro Peak, and Polvadera Mountain. The anomalous regions within the

Magdalena Mountains and Socorro Peak coincide with existing mining districts. The
anomalous regionat Polvadera Mountain is likely the resultof the Precambrian granites

as well as carbonatite dikes that occur in the region. A large arsenic anomalyis also
present in the Chupadera Mountains andis coincident with theLuiz Lopez mining
district.
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Baseline: A l i e established with more than usual care which serves as a referenceto
which surveys ,are coordinated and correlated.
Clarke: The average abundance

of an element in the crust of the earth.

Disclaimer: I would like to point out that thedata in this project are the resultof a
preliminary investigation of su$cial geochemistry based solely on stream sediments.
There has beenno attempt on my part to relate the surficial chemistry to the
environmental guidelines theUS Environmental Protection Agency has established for
drinking water.

INTRODUCTION
“All lye, and the quality of human lye,
is dependentupon the chemistly
of the earth’s surface layer.”
Arthur Darnley, 1995
BACKGROUND
Geochemical information is becoming increasingly moreimportant in the
management of our environment becausethe quality of life depends on the chemistry of
the earth’s surface layer. One method of portraying information regarding surface layer
chemistry iswith the construction of regional geochemical atlases. A regional
geochemical atlas serves two purposes. First, it provides a natural element baseliie to
monitor environmental change. Second, it delineates regions of large-scale anomalous
elemental concentrations, and is thus widely used in mineral-resource exploration studies.
The development of a natural element baselineis probably the most important
product of a geochemical atlas. Accurate interpretations of geochemical data in
environmental and mineral exploration studies require that the natural concentrations of
elements in astudy area be known. A geochemicalatlas can provide this information
allowing the results fiom future studies easier to interpret. Natural element baseliies can
also be used as a meansof monitoring changes at the earth’s surface through time
(Darnley et al., 1995).
The creation of a geochemicalatlas provides valuable information regarding the
occurrences of mineral resources. Delineation of regions of large-scale anomalous
elemental concentrations is important for mineralresource management. With an ever-

increasing world population it is important that we begin to look for the mineral resources
that will supplythe industrial productivity needed in the future (Darnley et al., 1995).
Geochemical atlases can also provide important environmental information.
Recently, environmental scientists have been working, in a “curative” manner,
to solve
existing problems such as the remediation of hazardous waste sites. However, the future
of geochemistry will likely involve takiig a “preventive”approach to environmental
issues (Siegel, 1995). A geochemical atlas can be used in apreventive manner by
providing information regarding the possible affects that hture anthropogenic pollution
may have on a region.

SIMILAR STUDIES
National Uranium Reconnaissance and Evaluation CNURJ?;!
The NURE project was a large-scalegeochemical mapping project conducted in
the United States during the 1970’s. The goal of this national project was to determine
the uranium resources of the United States, and to make this information available to
industry for hture development. One ofthe methods involved inthis program was the
National Hydrogeochemical and Stream Sediment Reconnaissance Survey. This survey
was conducted by the Department of Energy’s Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Oak
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Savannah River Laboratory, andLawrence Livermore
Laboratory. The samples collected during this project were analyzedfor uranium and
other elements (DOE, 1979).Unfortunately each ofthe four labs had their own sampling
and analytical procedures (SRL, 1977; LASL, 1978, and ORGDP, 1978). The result is a

database with information regarding uranium resources throughout the United States,but
it is incomplete andincomparable with respect to other elements.
British Geological Survey
The BritishGeological Survey beganits Geochemical Survey Program in 1975.
The primarygoal of this program is to identify newoccurrences of metalliferous minerals
and provide naturalelement baselines, which may be used to assess contaminated regions
(BGS, 1992). The Geochemical Survey Program involves a systematic mapping of the
geochemistry of Great Britain based on stream sediments. Each year thisprogram
samples approximately 5000 k m 2 at a samplingdensity of approximately 1 sample per
square km (Simpson et al., 1993). As of 1992, the British Geological Survey had
published nine atlases in the series (BGS, 1992).
International Geoloeical Correlation Program
In 1988 the Global Geochemical Mapping Project was launched with the
formation of the International Geological Correlation Program (IGCP) Project 259. The
goal of IGCP 259 wasto determine how best to sample, map, andstore the data for a
worldwide geochemical mappingproject. Project 259 was completed in 1995 withthe
release of a h a 1 report on their fmdings. The IGCP has broken the earth’s land surface
down into 5000, 160 x 160-km grids. The grids are then to be broken down further into
cells for samplingof stream sediments, lake sediments, regolith, humus, and water. The
project will involve manyquality assurance measures,which will produce high-quality,
comparable data worldwide. Project 259 has been continued as Project 360 with a goal
of implementing the recommendations of the former project. In order to do this they frst

need to obtain support, principally financial,for the development of a worldwide
geochemical database (Darnley et al., 1995).
Other Organizations
Many other geological surveys have determined aneed for such geochemical
data. The Russians have recently started preliminary orientation surveys of their country
based on the findings of the IGCP project. The goal of the Russian project is to compile
a set of multi-purpose maps that relateto mineral exploration and environmental geology
(Koval et al., 1995). Other geological surveys which have begun a geochemical sampling
program include the Chinese, South Afiicans, and Western Europeans (Darnley et al.,
1995; Labuschagne et al., 1993; Bolviken et al., 1996).

PURPOSE
The purpose of this project is to construct a high-quality, multi-element regional
geochemical atlas for part of Socorro County, New Mexico. The sampling and analytical
procedures for this project followed the recommendations set forth by the International
Geological Correlation Programs Project 259 regarding stream sediment surveys
(Darnley et al., 1995). By following these recommendations the data fiomthis project
may eventually be incorporated into a globalgeochemical database.

STUDY AREA
LOCATION
The study area for this project consists of approximately 3000 k m z of Socorro
County, New Mexico (Fig. 1). The eastern, western and southern boundaries are defined

Figure 1. Location map of the study area.

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates; Zone 13s 357000m E,
282000m E, and 3750000m N. The northern boundary is defined by the E o Salado in
the west and the southern boundary of the Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge inthe
central and eastern regions. Socorro County has a population of approximately 15,853.
The major city withinthe county is Socorrowith a population of approximately 9,000
(U.S. Bureau of Census, 1993). Other communities within the study area include
Magdalena and San Antonio. Interstate 25 and the Rio Grande bisectthe study area from

north to south in the east-central region. Highway 380 and Highway 60traverse the
study area fiom east to west. Highway 60 extends fiom the western edgeof the study
area to Socorro whileHighway 380 extends &om San Antonio to the eastern marginof
the study area. A large percentage of the study area is public land. The Bureau of Land
Management, and US Forest Serviceadministers this land. The primary use of the land
in the study area is livestock grazing and some irrigated farming within the Rio Grande
Valley (Johnson, 1988).

TOPOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE
Figure 2 shows pictures taken within the study area. Elevations in the study area
range fiom a high of approximately 3286 m at South Baldy in the Magdalena Mountains
to approximately 1380 m in the Rio Grande Valley. The central and western portions of
the study area are characterized by high mountains including the Bear Mountains
(northwest), Magdalena Mountains (southwest), Lemitar Mountains (north central), and
Chupadera Mountains (south central) with the La Jencia Basin located betweenthe

Figure 2. Three picture of the study area. The top picture shows the
Magdalena Mountains in the distance, the middleis of the north-central
region, and the bottom is typicalof the area east of the Rio Grande.
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and metaigneous rocks. The Lemitar Mountains consist of Precambrian granites,
gabbros, and metasedimentary-metavolcanicrocks (Osburn, 1984). Younger carbonatite
dikes have intruded the Precambrian rocks in the Lemitar Mountains. These dikes are
enriched inthe rare-earth elements, niobium, uranium,thorium, and phosphate
(McLemore, 1982).
Mississippian and Pennsvlvanian
Mississippian and Pennsylvanian sedimentary rocks outcrop in the Magdalena
Mountains, Lemitar Mountains,northwest region, and eastof the Rio Grande withinthe
study area. The Mississippian Caloso andKelly Formations occur in the Magdalena
Mountains. The Kelly Formation is also present in the Lemitar Mountains. The Caloso
Formation is comprised of basal sands, arkoses, and shales overlain by a massive gray
limestone, whereasthe Kelly Formation is a gray to light-brown crinoidal limestone
(Armstrong, 1958).The Pennsylvanian Sandia Formation occurs in the Magdalena and
Lemitar mountains andeast of the Rio Grande. The Sandia Formation consists of
siltstones, sandstones, shales,conglomerates, and localized sandy limestones (Osburn,
1984). The PennsylvanianMadera Formation crops out in the Magdalena and Lemitar
mountains and east of the Rio Grande. The Madera Formation is a dark-gray to black
fossiliferous micritic limestone with calcareous quartzites and blackshales (Siemers,
1973). Osbum (1984) has mapped undivided Pennsylvanian rocks in the Lemitar
Mountains and northwest section of the study area.
Permian
Permian sedimentary rocks make up a largeportion of the rocks east of the Rio
Grande. Smaller outcrops occur in the Magdalena and Lemitar mountains as well as the

northwestern section of the study area. East of the Rio Grande, Permian rocks consist of
the Bursum, Abo, Yeso, Glorieta, and San Andres formations. In the northwest, the
Glorieta and San Andres formations are present, whereas in the Magdalena Mountains
the Abo, Yeso, Glorieta, and San Andres formations are present (Osburn, 1984).
The Bursum Formationconsists of dark-red and green shales, limestones and red
arkosic rocks in the upper beds. The Ab0 Formation consists of dark-red to brown, finegrained sandstones with interbedded mudstones and siltstones (Osburn, 1984). The Yeso
Formation consists of four members. The lower Meseta Blanca Sandstone is a pinkto
orange sandstone, the overlying Torres Member consists of interbedded sandstone,
siltstones, limestones, andgypsum, the Canas Gypsum, overlies the Torres Member and
is succeeded by the Joyita Sandstone which is areddish brown calcareous sandstone
(Siemers, 1973). The Glorieta Sandstone is a well-sorted, cross-bedded quartzose
sandstone. The San Andres Limestone consists of limestones and dolostones with
abundant gypsum and minor mudstones and siltstones.
Triassic and Cretaceous
Triassic sedimentary rocks crop out east of the Rio Grande andinthe
northwestern portion of the study area. Triassic rocks consist of the Chinle Formation, a
red to purple sequence of mudstones andthin sandstones, and the Santa Rosa Sandstone.
Cretaceous strata crop out east of the Rio Grande as well as inthe northwestern section of
the study area. The Cretaceous rocks within the study area have been broken down into
two mapping units 1) the Dakota Sandstone which includes the Mancos Shale and Tres
Hermanos Sandstone, and; 2) the Gallup Sandstone and overlying Crevasse Canyon
Formation (Osburn, 1984). The Dakota Sandstone mapping unit is comprised of marine

and non-marine sandstones while the Gallup Sandstone mapping unitis composed of
shoreface and nonmarine sandstones.

During the Tertiary extensive volcanism and local igneous intrusions were
emplaced in the study area. Intrusive rocks in and near the Magdalena Mountains include
the Anchor Canyon, Nitt, and Water Canyon stocks as well as the Hale Well Pluton and
unnamed rhyolitic and monzonitic intrusives. The Baca Formation, consisting of red to
buff sandstones, claystones, and conglomerates, was also
deposited during the Tertiary.
Tertiary volcanic rocks, including ash flows and lavas, range incomposition from
rhyolite to basaltic andesite (Osburn, 1984). The volcanics were erupted from various
centers throughout the region during at least three eruptive cycles and dominatethe west
and central regions of the study area (Osburn and Chapin, 1983). The sedimentary
Popotosa Formation consists of fanglomerates, mudstones, and sandstones. Within the
study area the lowermost rocks are usually red, well-indurated mudflowdeposits that are
overlain by red and green claystones. These facies generallyinterfinger and grade into
volcanic, piedmont-slope andalluvial fan deposits (Osburn, 1984).
Quaternary
Quaternary deposits occur throughout the study area. The deposits include basalt
flows, the Sierra Ladrones Formation, as well asa wide variety of alluvial, colluvial, and
eolian deposits. The Sierra Ladrones Formation consists of fanglomerates, plus channel
and floodplaindeposits of the ancestral Rio Grande. The deposits consist of poorly
indurated buff to red fanglomerates intertonguing with light-gray sandstones, red to green
mudstones and siltstones (Osburn, 1984).

TECTONIC HISTORY
Structurally the study area for this project is quite complex. The major tectonic
feature within the studyarea is the Rio Grande rift. The rift is an area of north-trending
crustal extension that is definedby a series of en echelon, north-northeast trending
grabens, basins, and tilted fault blocks
extending i?om central Colorado to Mexico
(Chamberlain, 1983; andLASL, 1985). There have been two major episodes of
extension in the Socorroarea. The fxst extension was rapid andoccurred between 28.8
and 27.4 Ma. The second episode was slower and occurred between16 and 10 Ma. This
second episode resulted in the uplift
of the Lemitar Mountain block(Chapin and Cather,
1994). The regional strain is likely the result ofthermal weakening realted to episodesof
magmatism that occurred prior to and during tectonism within
the area (Cather etal.,
1994). The overallstructural complexity of the study area can be seen in Osburn (1984).

MINERAL OCCURRENCES
Eleven mining districts are located withinthe study area (Fig. 4). Of the eleven
very few have had anysignificant production (North, 1983). According toNorth and
McLemore (1986), theprecious metal occurrences within the region can be broken down
into four groups: 1) volcanic-epithermal deposits; 2) carbonate hosted lead-zinc deposits;
3) sedimentary copper deposits; and4) Precambrian vein and replacement deposits.A
brief overview of each mining district is given below. The number followingthe district

MINERAL OCCURRENCES
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FIGURE 4. Approximate locationsof mining districts withinthe study area
(modified from, Mclemore, in press),
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name is the reference number that is keyed
to figure 4 and is the same number usedby
McLemore (in press).
Bear Mountains District (127)
L

Copper, silver, antimony, and zinc
occur within the Bear Mountaim district; there
has been no reported production (McLemore, inpress). Prospects in this district are
located at the head of Cedar Springs Canyon. Veinsoccur along a fault thatcuts the
La Jara Peak basaltic andesite and the Hells Mesa Tuff. Primary ore minerals include
pyrite, quartz, and calcite. Oxidized minerals include chrysocolla, hematite, tripuhyite,
and stibiconite (North, 1985).
Chuuadero District (130)
The Chupadero district yielded copper and silver with trace amounts of uranium
(McLemore, in press). Copper mineralizationoccurs irregularly within sandstones of the
upper member of the Moya Formation. Copper minerals including malachiteand azurite
occur as cements and fkacture fillingswithin the sandstone. Approximately 2000tons of
ore with an average of 2% copper and some silver were mined fiom these workings
between 1958 and 1960 (Jaworski, 1973).
Hop Canyon District (133)
The Hop Canyon district yielded copper, lead, silver, and gold. The district also
includes trace amounts of zinc, barite, anduranium (McLemore, in press).
Mineralization within the district occurs in veins cutting the Hells Mesa Tuff and the
Sawmill Canyon Formation. Prospects are also located within the Lemitar Tuff and an
overlying andesite. Copper sulfides andcopper carbonates are the major ore minerals
within this district (Nortk 1983).

Jovita Hills District (134)
The Joyita Hillsdistrict yielded lead, silver, fluorite, and includes
trace amounts
of copper (McLemore, in press). Mineralization occurs in fissures in Precambrianrocks
and along fault contacts with younger rocks. Flourite, barite, galena, chalcopyrite,
bornite, and malachite are the ore minerals found within quartz gangue inthis district
(North, 1983).
Lemitar Mountains District (136)
The Lemitar Mountains district yielded copper, lead, silver and barite withtrace
amounts of zinc and uranium (McLemore, in press). Prospecting within this district
began about 1880. Mineralization occurs in Precambrian rocks and along contacts
between Precambrian andPaleozoic rocks. Veins within thedistrict are generally thin
and discontinuous (North, 1983).
Luis Lopez District (137)
The Luis Lopez district yielded manganese and includestrace amounts of gold,
silver, zinc, lead, andtungsten (McLemore, in press). Mineralization within this district
is associated with Tertiary volcanic rocks. Manganese production was fiom both open pit
and underground operations in fissure
veins and breccia zones along steeply dipping
faults (Eggleston et al., 1983).
Magdalena District (1 38)
The MagdalenaDistrict has been an important source of zinc, lead, copper, silver,
and gold. The districtalso includes trace amounts of fluorite and barite (McLemore, in
press). The Magdalena District is the largest silver producer in Socorro County. The
district was principally a lead andsilver producer fiom about 1870 to 1900 and after 1900

became dominantly a zincproducer (North, 1983). The mineralization in this area occurs

as limestone replacementdeposits along faults within the Kelly Limestone. Large-scale
mining in the district ceased duringthe 1950’s (Gibbs, 1989).
North Magdalena District (140)
The North Magdalena district yielded lead, barite, silver, gold, and
copper with
trace amounts of vanadium andzinc (McLemore, in press). Ore was discoveredin this
district in 1863. The ore deposits within the district occur in veins in shear zones and
faults within the La Jara Peak Basaltic Andesite (North, 1983).
San Lorenzo District (144)
The San Lorenzo district has produced copper and silver with trace amounts of
uranium and gold (McLemore, in press).Mineralization occurs as fiacture fillings along
faults in andesite. Mineralization includes chrysocolla fiiliig fiactures with calcite

(North, 1983).
Socorro Peak District (145)
The Socorro Peakdistrict yielded lead andsilver and contains barite, fluorite,
gold, tungsten, vanadium arsenic, and bromine (McLemore, in press).The district was
an important silver producer during the 1880’s. Mineralization occurs as veins along
faults in the Socorro Peak Rhyoliteand underlying Popotosa Formation (North, 1983).
Water Canvon District(147)
The Water Canyon District yielded copper, gold, silver, and lead. The district
also contains zinc and manganese (McLemore,in press). Three geologic associations are
found within the district. The first type is veins associated with volcanic rocks. The
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second is veinreplacement and skam deposits within limestone and the third is veins
along faults between Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks (North, 1983).

SAMPLING PROCEDURES
Before samplingbegan an orientation study wasconducted. Details of the
orientation study can be found in Appendix A. The orientation study helped to determine
the fmal sampling procedures to be used in this project (Appendix B). First agrid, with
9 k m z cells, was drawn on 1:100,000 topographic maps ofthe study area The Universal
Transverse Mercator ( U T N system was chosen for use as the coordinate system for this
project. Grid cells were named according to UTM convention with the southwest comer

as a reference point (Merrill, 1986). The goal of the sampling program was to collect one
sample from each of the grid cells. Stream sediments were chosen as the sampling media
because theyrepresent a composite of the lithological variations within a drainage basin
(Damley et al., 1995).
Samples werecollected &om first-order streams that have origins within the cell
or a neighboring cell. Sample site selection was based on 1) the site being representative,

2) the lack of obvious contamination, and 3) accessibility. Samples were taken 50 m
upstream from road crossings, culverts,or other sources of obvious contamination
(Fig. 5). Non-contaminating field equipment was used in the sampling process and a
GPS receiver was usedto determine sampling locations (Fig. 6). Five grab samples were
taken over 50 mof the streambed and combinedto form one composite sample. Samples
were sieved and the < 150 pmsize fiaction was collected and stored in polyethylene
bags. Information regarding location, streambed characteristics, rock type, and
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Figure 6. Sampling equipmentused as part of this study.
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contaminationwere recorded on a standardized form (Fig. 7). Figure 8 shows the
locations of the 254 samples collected for the study.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Sieved samples were allowed to air dry at room temperature. Once dry, they were
split using a stainless steel microsplitter with approximately 30 g being placed in plastic
sampling vials. The remaining material was stored for possible future analysis. The
samples were then ground to a fmepowder, approximately -200 mesh, in a tungsten
carbide swing mill. Tungsten carbide swing mills have been known to contaminate
samples with tungsten and cobalt. Because neither of these elements were determined as
part of this project the contamination can be ignored. Pressed powders and fusion disks
were created followingthe methods described in Appendix B
Wavelength dispersive x-ray fluorescence (WD-XRF) spectrometry was used to
determine major and trace element concentrations of the samples. Major elements (SiO2,
TiO?, AI2O3,Fe203,MnO, MgO, CaO, NazO, KzO, and PzOj) weredetermined on fused
glass disks. Trace elements (As, Ba, Cr, Cu, Ga, Mo, Nb, Ni, Pb, Rb, Sr, Th, U, V, Y,
Zn. and 21) plus Fe203,KzO, MnO, and Ti02 were determined on pressed powders
(Fig. 9). The determination of KzO on pressed powders required a conversion detailed in
Appendix C. Analyses were made using a Philips model PW2400 WD-XRF
spectrometer at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. An end window
Rh-tube was usedto excite the sample and fluorescent x-rays were detected using the
spectrometer conditions shown in Table 1. Spectral analysis was done on an interfaced
Gateway P5-66 computer using programs provided by Philips.

,1

SAMPLE S.lTE MAP

SAMPLE S I T S ANALYZED BY BOTH FUSION DISKSAND PRESSEDPOWDERS
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Figure 8. Location map of sample sites.
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'ABLE 1. ANALYTICAL SETTINGS.
LEMENT
Si02
Ti02
Ti02*
A1203
Fe203
Fe203*
MnO
MnO*
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
K20*
P205
As*
Ba*
CI'
cu*
Gas
Mo*
Nb*
Ni*
Pb*
Rb*

LINE
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
LA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
KA
LB
KA
KA
LA

kV

30
35
40
30
45
40
45
40
30
35
30
30
40
30
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
SI'
60
Th*
60
LA
60
U*
v*
KA
60
Y*
KA
60
Zn*
KA
60
ZI'
60
KA
Settings for Pressed Powders

rnA

CRYSTAL
ANGLE

100
85
75
100
66
75
66
75
100
85
100
100
75
100
50
50
50

PE-C
LIF200
LI F200
PE-C
LIF200
LIF200
LIFZOO
LIF200
PX1
LIFZOO
PX1
LIF200
LIF200
Ge
LIF220
LIF200
LIF200
LIF200
LIF200
LIF220
LIF220
LIF200
LIF200
LIF200
LIF200
LIF200
LIF220
LIF220
LIF220
LIF200
LIF220

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

50
50
50

50
50

50
50

108.9953
86.1608
86.1893
144.7941
57.4959
57.4965
62.9634
62.9595
23.1038
113.1244
27.9053
136.7067
136.7076
141.0014
48.7583
87.2005
69.3454
44.9783
38.8926
28.8399
30.3704
44.9430
28.2296
26.5872
25.1101
27.4052
37.2723
123.1981
33.8330
41.7562
32.0208

COUNT BKGRND,
TIME (s) COUNT
TIME (s)
20
20
10
20
12
10
12
10
30
12
60
16
10
20
60
100
50
40
40
60
60
40
60
30
30
50
100
40
50
40
50

Table 1. Analytical settings of the WD-XRF spectrometer in the study.
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8

4
8

8
50
40
20
20
20
10
20
20
40
40
30
40
60
32
20
20
20

QUALITY CONTROL
PROCEDURES
Quality control was an important aspect of this project throughoutthe sampling
and analytical process. The two variables monitored in a quality control program are
precision and accuracy. Precision is the ability to obtain the same result repeatedly, while
accuracy is the proximity of a resultto its true value. Regional geochemical mapping
measures the natural variation of element abundances within the environment and
therefore determination of relative abundances is more importantthan the absolute
concentrations. This makes the precision ofthe data more important than its accuracy
(Fletcher, 1981). Quality of the data was monitored with the use of an unbalanced twolevel sampling design,as well as the use of both local and internationalstandard
reference materials.
An unbalanced two-level sampling design was employed on every 30" site during

the sampling process. Figure 10 shows a schematic of this sampling strategy. This
strategy began withone sample site where two samples are collected inthe normal
manner, The second samplewas collected fiom different locations withinthe stream.
The first composite sample collected was later split into A and B for duplicate analysis.
In this approach you obtain three samples for analysis fiom the same stream. Samples A
and B allow monitoring of analytical variation while a comparisonwith sample C
provides details about the natural within-stream variability (Darnley et ai., 1995).
Both local in-housecomparative standards and international standard reference
materials ( S W s ) were used inthis project. Local in-house standardswere collected

&om the Arroyo de la Parida and San Lorenzo Arroyo, both of which are located within

1 SAMPLE SITE

t
2 SAMPLES

5-

0

1

3 ANAlYSES

ANAlYTlCAlWITHINSTREAM
VARIAVARI
TIONATION
Figure 10. This schematic shows the sampling strategy used in the unbalanced two-level
design. The analysis of samples A and B indicate the analytical variation while a
comparison with sampleC provides information regarding within-stream variation (after
Darnley et al., 1995).
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the study area. The in-house standards were collectedand prepared in the same manner
as the other samples forthis study. Ten pressed powders were created fromeach of these
samples. The two in-house standards were analyzedwith every load of samples to
monitor analytical precision. Internationalreference materials were also analyzed for
quality control. Descriptions of the standard reference materialsare located in
Appendix D. The primary standard reference materialfor this project was the National
Institute of Standards and TechnologySRM 2704 Buffalo River sediment, which was
also analyzed with every loadof samples. Other international S R ” s that were analyzed
as part ofthis project include streamsediments from the Geological Surveyof Japan (Jsd-

1, Jsd-2, and Jsd-3) andthe Canadian Centerfor Mineral and Energy Technology (STSD3, and STSD-4). The internationalSRM’s were used to monitor analyticalprecision as
well as the accuracy of the data.

RESULTS
Results from the qualitycontrol process indicate thatthe data from the project are
both precise and accurate (Appendix
D). Results from the two-level unbalanced sampling
design indicate that there was littleanalytical or withm-stream variation (Table 2). The
largest variationshows up in the elements that are found in resistant minerals,
such as
zirconium. The low analytical variation means the spectrometer was working properly
providing precise data. Thelow values found in within-stream variation indicate that the
sampling process used was sufficient
to provide an accurate chemical signature for the
sample sites. Table 3 shows theresults ffom the two in-house comparative standards.
The low percent differences indicatethe high precision of the data in this project. The
highest differences occur in elements that are very near their lower limit of detection.

TABLE 2. This table shows the results of the unbalanced two-levelsampling design for
sample number SOC96030. The analytical variation is the mean deviation between
samples A & B. The lackof analytical variation expresses the precision ofthe data
obtained for this project. The within-stream variation is the mean deviation of sample C
and the mean of A+B. The lack of within-stream variation expresses the quality of the
sampling method used.

TABLE 3. IN-HOUSE COMPARATIVE STANDARDS
SOC96SRMl

SOC96SRM2

TABLE 3. This table shows the analytical variation for the two in-house comparative
standards that were usedin this project. The lack of variation is the result of the high
precision ofthe XRF instrument. The largest variationoccurs in elements very near their
lower limit of detection.
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Table 4 shows the results of the primary standard reference material for this
project, SRM 2704. Once again the low standard deviations kom this work indicate the
spectrometer was providing precise data. Nearly all elements have means that overlap
within standard deviations ofthe certified values for this reference material. This
indicates the high accuracy of the data kom this project. The element with the most
difference is chromium However, when lookingat the chromium results from the other
international standard reference materials, the means remain near the certified values
until concentrations exceed 100 ppm

DATA AND IMAGE PROCESSING
Data and image processing was performedon a personal computer. All of the
field and analytical data for this project were stored in aMicrosoft Access database. The
database allowed for rapid querying, sorting, andanalysis of the large amount of data that
was collected. The database was then imported into a geographicinformation system
(GIs), ArcView, for image processing. The GIs allowed for spatial analysis of the data
with the result being aseries of color contour plots of elemental concentrations within the
study area. Contouring was performed using the inverse distance weighted method. In
this method it is assumed that the variable being mappedhas an influence that diminishes
with distance kom the sampling point (ESRI, 1996). Class intervals were broken down
by percentiles. In general the percentiles used were 99,98, 95,90,75,50,25, 15, and 5.
Fewer class intervals were used when much of the data was below the lower limit of
detection. Color choice for class intervals was basedon a cold to hot trend with
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TABLE 4. NIST SRM 2704.

TABLE 4. This table shows the results of primary standard reference material NIST
S R M 2704 compared to the reference values of Reed (1990). Nearly all elements overlap
the certified values with the major exception being chromium. The lack of variation
between this work and the referenced valuesexpresses the accuracy of the data.

increasing elemental concentration. Both Microsoft Excel and WmStat were used for
statistical analysis of the data Excel was used to perform basic statistical analysis of the
data including the determination of means and standard deviations. Excel was also used
to create fiequency distribution diagrams for the elements. WmStat was usedto
determine correlation coefficients for the elements.

DATA
INTRODUCTION
In this section the data is displayed for each element inalphabetical order. The
discussion of each element beginswith a brief overview of the geochemistry of that
element along with any possible adverse health effects associated with the element. A
table that shows the concentrations of the element insome typical rocks and soils
follows. The table isthen followed by adiscussion and map of the distribution ofthe
element within the study area. Included with the color contour mapsis a statistical table
describing the number of observations, maximum, m i n i m w mean, median, and standard
deviation of the element as well as a fkequencydistribution diagram for the element.
Included within the tables is the Clarke value for the element. The Clarke value was
derived to act as a globaldatum in geochemical mapping. The Clarke valuehas been
chosen as the average crustal abundance for the element (Fortescue, 1992).
Unfortunately this number varies&om author to author depending on their method of
calculation.

ALUMINUM OXIDE
Geochemistry
The AI3+valence state is the only stablestate of aluminum in natural systems.
Aluminum exhibits solid solutions with a large numberof cations (Wedepohl, 1978).
Aluminum may undergo isomorphous substitution for silicon (O'Neill, 1985). The
solubility of aluminum during weathering is typically low. Sediments with high
aluminum concentrations probablycontain relatively unaltereddetrital material
containing alumino-silicate minerals. Aluminum in sediments is also presentin clay
minerals produced duringthe weathering of the originalrock (Wedepohl, 1978).
Table 5 shows the concentrationsof aluminum oxide insome typical rocks.
Table 5 Aluminum Oxide (A1203%)

&a
Concentrations of aluminum oxide within the studyarea range ftom 5.33 to
16.62 % with a mean of 11.04 % (Fig. 11). This value is well below the Clarke value
cited by Taylor and McLeman (1985) of 15.9 %. The lower mean. in the study area, is

Figurc 11. Aluminum oxide distribution within the study area.

likely a resultof the large amountof rhyolites andsedimentary rocks within the study
area and the arid to semi-arid climate.
Aluminum concentrations acrossthe Paleozoic sedimentary rocks east ofthe KO
Grande andCretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest regionof the study area
typically range from 5.33 to 11.46 %. These values are slightly higher than referenced
values cited by Wedepohl(1978) for sedimentary rocks. The Tertiary rhyolites and
basaltic andesites have aluminum concentrationsthat range fiom 9.43 to 16.62 %.
Slightly higher overall concentrationsoccur on the western m g i n of the study area that
is dominated by Tertiary basaltic andesites. This is consistent with the referenced values
for igneous rockscited by Wedepohl(1978).

ARSENIC
Geochemistrv
Arsenic is a chalcophile elementcommonly associated with U, Sn, Bi, Mo, P, and
F (Rose et al., 1979). There is a strong relationshipbetween arsenic and gold and
therefore As is commonly used as a pathfinder for Au, Ag, and the PGE’s. As3’
substitutes for Si4+, AI3+, Fe3’,and Ti4+ in
silicates and As” substitutes for Ps+in
phosphates (Wedepohl, 1978; and BGS, 1992). Arsenopyrite (FeAsS) is the most
abundant arsenic mineral (Wedepohl, 1978). Hydrothermal alteration commonly results
in an increase in arsenic concentrations. During weathering arsenic is concentrated in the
clay size fiaction. In stream sediments arsenic occurs mainly as As203,
As2OS, andas
sulfides FeAsS and As& (BGS, 1992). Table 6 shows the concentrations of arsenic in
some typical rocks and soils.

Arsenic was chosen as the number one hazardoussubstance for 1997 by the
Agency for ToxicSubstances and Disease Registry andthe Environmental Protection
Agency (ATSDR, 1997). Intake ofhigh concentrations of arsenic can be fatal. At high
concentrations, arsenicis known to damage tissues including nerves, stomach, intestines,
and skin. At lower exposure levels arsenic may cause nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
decreased productionof blood cells, abnormal heart rhythms, andblood vessel damage.
Arsenic is also a known carcinogen.Because of the known health risks, the EPA has set
a limit of 0.05 ppm forarsenic in drinking water (ATSDR, 1993a).

Table 6 Arsenic (ppm)

m a
Arsenic concentrations within the study area range eom less than 4 ppm to a
maximum of 253 ppm (Fig. 12). The mean of 8 ppm is greaterthan the 1-2 ppm range
cited for the Clarke value (Table 6). However, it is very nearthe value cited for average
soils (Rose et al., 1979; Wedepohl, 1978). This may be due to the enrichment ofarsenic
in the clay size fraction during the weathering process.

Arsenic concentrationsacross the Paleozoic sedimentaryrocks east of the Rio Grande,
Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest regionof the studyarea, and Tertiary and
Quaternary deposits in the southwest region, are typically less than 5 ppm. This is in
good agreement withthe reported values for both sandstones andlimestones (Rose etal.,
1979; Wedepohl, 1978).
Arsenic concentrations across the Tertiary rhyolitesas well as the Quaternary
piedmont-slope deposits in the La Jencia Basin are between 5 and 11 ppm This is in
agreement withthe reported value for rhyolites, assumingan increase in concentrationin
the fine-grained sediment fiaction related to weathering (Wedepohl, 1978). The Tertiary
basaltic andesites locatedon the western marginof the study area have As concentrations
of less than 5ppm which is typical ofbasalts (Wedepohl, 1978).
Anomalously higharsenic concentrations occur inthe northern Magdalena
Mountains as well as the northern Chupadera Mountains. In the Magdalena Mountains,
the arsenic anomalycoincides with the Magdalena miningdistrict. W i t h this district,
the maximum arsenic concentration is 253 ppm. In the Chupadera Mountains, the arsenic
anomaly coincideswith the Luiz Lopez miniig district. The maximum concentration of
As in this region is 24 ppm

BARIUM
Geochemisw
Barium is a lithophile element (Rose etal., 1979). In igneous rocks barium
occurs predominantly in potassium feldspars dueto the substitution of Ba" for K.'

The

Baz' ion may also substitute for Ca" in plagioclase, pyroxenes, andamphiboles (BGS.

1992). The barium content within igneous rocks typically increases with increasingSi02
concentration (Wedepohl, 1978). Barium concentrations within metamorphic rocks show
wide variations even within individualrock types. Carbonatites commonly contain high
concentrations of Ba. The average concentration of Ba in carbonatites is 3520 ppm
(Wedepohl, 1978). Barite is the most common economic mineral of barium. High
oxidation-potential fluids in the presenceof sulfate result in the formation of barite.
Barium is enriched in the silt and claysize fractions during weathering (Wedepohl,
1978). In stream sediments, bariumoccurs mainly in detrital feldspars, micas, and barite.
Barium may also precipitate with manganeseto form authigenic psilomelane (BGS,
1992). Table 7 shows the concentrations ofbarium insome typical rocks and soils.
Barium compounds that dissolvein water may be h d l to people. The intake
of high levels of barium may resultin difficulties breathing, increased blood pressure,
changes in heart rhythms, stomach irritation, brain swelling, muscle weakness, and
damage to vital organs. Because of the health risks of barium, the EPA has set a limit of
2 ppm of barium in drinkingwater (ATSDR, 1995a).
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Table 7 Barium (ppm)

I

I

I

I

I

I

m a
Barium concentrations withinthe study area rangefiom 3 19 to 2789
ppm (Fig.
13): The mean of 756 ppm is much larger than the referenced Clarke values
of 390 and
250 ppm (Table 7). There are several potential reasons for this. The fist is that barium

is enriched in the silt and clay sizeftaction during weathering. Wedepohl(l978) reports
values up to 3000ppm of barium in soils. Another explanation is due to
the large amount
of barite that is found within the studyarea. This has the effect of raising the barium
concentrations over rocksthat usually contain low concentrations. The large amountof
rhyolites within the study area may alsoresult in a higher than normal mean for barium.
Barium concentrationsacross the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks eastof the Rio
Grande, Cretaceous rocks in the northwest region
of the study area, and Tertiary and
Quaternary sedimentarydeposits in the southwest region range from 319 to 621 ppm
These numbers are in fair agreement with Wedepohl's(1978) value for sandstone of
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Figure 13. Barium distribution within the study area.
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3 16 ppm. As mentioned previouslythese values maybe slightly elevated due to the
presence of barite deposits within the study area.
The Tertiary basaltic andesites as well as rhyolites, generally range fkom 621 to
1099 ppm barium. The Quaternary piedmont-slope deposits of theLa Jencia Basin also
fall within this range. The values forthe basaltic andesites match the reported value for
andesites of Wedepohl(l978) fairly well. However, the rhyolites in this area have lower
barium concentrations than the reported mean, for rhyolites,
of 1127 ppm (Wedepohl,
1978).
Anomalously high concentrations ofbarium occur in South Canyon (1719-1887
ppm), approximately 12.5 km east of South Canyon (1538 ppm), and
on Socorro Peak
(2789 ppm). The Socorro Peak anomaly coincideswith the Socorro Peak mining district
that is known to contain barite veins(North, 1983).

CALCIUM OXIDE
Geochemistry
Calcium is a major constituentof many minerals. Important magmatic calcium
minerals include plagioclase feldspar, pyroxenes, and amphiboles. The most important
calcium minerals at low temperatures include calcite, aragonite, anhydrite, gypsum, and
dolomite. In sediments and sedimentary rocks calcium is generally present as either
limestone or dolostone (Wedepohl, 1978). Table 8 shows calcium concentrations for
some typical rocks.

Table 8 Calcium Oxide (CaO%)

(1 985)

I

soils
ores
m a
Calcium oxide concentrations within thestudy area range fiom 0.81 to 17.07 %
with a mean o f 4.08 % (Fig. 14). The mean of 4.08 % is lower than the cited Clarke
value of Taylor and McLennan (1985). This is likely theresult of the abundance o f
rhyolites within the study area.
The lowest concentrationso f calcium oxide occur acrossthe southern Magdalena

Mountains where Tertiary rhyolites dominate. Calcium oxide concentrations in this
region range fiom 0.81 to 3.82 %. These values are slightly higher than, but consistent
with the reported average for rhyolitesof 0.61 % (Wedepohl, 1978). In other areas
dominated by Tertiary rhyolites and basaltic andesites, calciumoxide concentrations
range fiom 2.79 to 5.22 %.
Calcium oxide concentrationsacross the Paleozoicsedimentary rocks east of the

Rio Grande typically range fiom 5.22 to 8.27 %. These values are again consistent with
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Figure 14. Calcium oxide distribution within the study area.
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the value cited for sandstones of 5.47 % (Wedepohl, 1978). The highest concentrations

of calcium oxide within the study area occur in the north-central region. Calcium oxide
concentrations typically range from 5.22 to 17.07 % in this region. This is likely the
result of both the presence of limestones and the large quantity of Ca-salts that occur in
the Rio Salad0 and may betransported throughout the local area by wind.

CI-IRO"
Geochemistrv
Chromium is alithophile element that has astrong association with nickel and
magnesium in ultramaficrocks (Rose et al., 1979). Chromium occurs in both hexavalent
and trivalent states. Cr3' replaces other elements, preferably aluminum,in a number of
minerals (Wedepohl, 1978). Early in crystal fractionation Cr3+is partitioned into spinels
and pyroxenes (BGS, 1992). Sedimentary rocks contain chromium primarily in detrital
phases such as chromite, magnetite, and ilmenite (BGS, 1992). Chromite is the only
economic mineralof chromium. During weathering processes, chromium behaves
similarly to iron andaluminum and is concentrated in the clay size fraction (Wedepohl,
1978). Table 9 shows the concentrations of chromium in some typical rocks and soils.

Table 9 Chromium (ppm)
Fortescue Rose, Hawkes, Wedepohl
and Webb
(1 992)
( I 978)
(1979)
Clarke

granitic

Taylor and
McLennan
(1985)
185.0 122.0

2980.0 Ultramafic
170.0 mafic
4.1
10.0

Chromium concentrations within the study area rangeftom 3 1 to 451 ppm (Fig.
15). The mean of 97ppm is lower than the referenced Clarke valuesof 122 and 185 ppm
(Table 9). The difference betweenthe mean and Clarke values is likely due
to the low
abundance of ultramafic and maficrocks within the study area.
Chromium ranges from 3 1 to 110 ppm across much of the study area. The low
concentrations of chromium are a reflection of the low concentrations of chromium
present in sedimentary and rhyoliticrocks (Wedepohl, 1978). C h r o m i u concentrations
in the northwest regionof the study area range .from 110to 451 ppm. This is a reflection
of the Tertiary basalticandesites that occur in this region. These basalts outcrop
elsewhere withinthe study area and are generally seen as individualcontours within the
110 to 177 ppm range.

1,

CHROMIUM
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COPPER
Geochemistry
Copper is a chalcophile element associated with Pb,
Zn,Mo, Ag, Au, Sb, Se,Ni,
Pt, and As in sulfide deposits (Rose et al., 1979). In nature copper occurs in three
valence states Cu, Cu’, and Cu” (Wedepohl, 1978). Cu’ is primarily concentrated in the
early productsof magmatic processes andtends not to be incorporated into silicates.
Chalcopyrite (CuFeS,) is a common accessory mineral in basic igneousrocks (BGS,
1992). During low-grade metamorphism copper can be redistributed but at higher grades
copper becomes less mobile. During hydrothermal mineralizationcopper is concentrated
within sulfide minerals (BGS, 1992). In stream sediments, copper is generally
transported as detrital silicates except in mineralized areas wherethe sediments may
contain copper sulfates, arsenates, oxides, carbonates andsulfides (Wedepohl, 1978;

BGS, 1992). Copper is an important trace element in plants. Deficiencies in vegetation
can occur wherecopper concentrations fall below 10 ppm in soils (Rose et al., 1979).
Table 10 shows the concentrations for copper in some typical rocks and soils.

10

Table 10 Copper (ppm)

&a
Copper concentrations within thestudy area range from 8 to 1141 ppm with a
mean of 3 1 and median of 20 ppm (Fig. 16). These values are well below the referenced
Clarke values of 68 and 75 ppm (Table IO). This difference is againlikely due to the
low abundance of mafic and ultramaficrocks within the study area.
Copper concentrationsacross much of the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks eastof the

Rio Grande range from 8 to 14 ppm A notable exception to this occurs on the eastern
edge of these rocks where a single sample had a concentration
of 68 ppm. This sample
was taken east of the boundary definingthe Chupadero mining district. However,it is
likely the result of sedimentary red bedcopper mineralization.
Copper concentrations acrossmuch of the rest of the studyarea range fiom 15 to
31 ppm. This is in fair agreement with the expected values for rhyolitic and andesitic
rocks that crop out throughout much
of the study area.
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Figure 16. Copper distribution within the study area.
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Anomalously high concentrationsof copper occur in the northern Magdalena
Mountains where copperobtains its maximum concentration of 1141 ppm. This area
includes sample locationsfiom north of the town ofMagdalena extending southeast into
the Copper Canyon region. Thisregion coincides with theNorthern Magdalena,
Magdalena, Hop Canyon, and Water Canyon mining districts. Each of these districts has
produced copper.

GALLrcTM
Geochemistrv
Gallium mineralsare rare even though gallium is widespread in nature. Gallium
is associated with aluminum incommon minerals (Wedepohl, 1978). Feldspars and
micas are the main host mineralsfor gallium in both igneous and metamorphicrocks
(BGS, 1992). Gallium is uniformlydistributed in most mafic, intermediate, and granitic
rocks (Wedepohl, 1978). During metamorphism gallium is relatively immobile. Gallium
behaves similarlyto zinc undercertain mineralizing conditions, whichresults in gallium
enrichment in sphalerite(BGS,1992). Gallium is enriched in the productsof weathering
in the same manner as aluminum (Wedepohl, 1978). Table 11 shows the concentrations
of gallium insome typical rocks and soils.

Table 11 Gallium (ppm)

m a
Gallium concentrations within the study area range fiom 6 to 43 ppm with a mean
of 15 ppm (Fig. 17). This is very near the referenced Clarke valuesof 18and 19 ppm
(Table 11).
Gallium concentrations across the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks east of the Rio
Grande, andCretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest regionof the study area range
fiom 6 to 15 ppm. This agrees well with the referenced value forgallium in sandstones
of 6 pprn (Wedepohl, 1978). Gallium concentrations range fiom 13 to 17 ppm where
Tertiary rhyolites outcrop. This is again consistent with values cited byWedepohl
(1978). The highest concentrations for gallium occur in the northwest section of the
study area. This is consistent with the northwest section beingdominantly composed of
Tertiary andesites and silicic volcanic rocks.
Elevated concentrations of gallium occur southeast of the town of Magdalena.
This region coincides with the Magdalena mining district where zinchas been produced.
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Figure 17. Gallium distribution within thestudy area
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The elevated concentrations in this area arelikely dueto the zinc related chalcophile
behavior thatcauses gallium to be enriched in the mineralsphalerite.

IRON OXIDE
Geochemistry
Iron is a siderophile element that is enriched in maficigneous rocks and ore
deposits (Rose et al., 1979). Iron isa major constituent ofbiotites, olivines, pyroxenes,
amphiboles, and is abundant in a variety of oxides and sulfides such as magnetite (Fe304)
and pyrite (FeS2) (BGS, 1992; Rose et al., 1979). A variety of factors including
provenance, pH-Ehconditions, and diagenetic alteration influence the abundance of iron
in sedimentary rocks (BGS, 1992). Secondary hydrous oxides are commonly the
dominant ironphases in sediments. Enrichment in finer grainedsediments is due to the
interaction of hydrous oxides with the larger surface area of clay particles (BGS, 1992;
Wedepohl, 1978). Iron is important for both plant and animal health. In plants iron is
necessary for thesynthesis of chlorophyll while in animals itis a constituent of
hemoglobin in blood (Rose etal., 1979). Table 12 shows the concentrations of iron in
some typical rocks and soils.

Table 12 Iron Oxide (Fe203%)

m a
Iron oxide concentrations withinthe study area range fiom 2 to 18.8 % with a
mean of 6.1 % (Fig. 18). This value is very near the referenced Clarke valueof 6.22 %
(Fortescue, 1992).
Iron oxide concentrations across the Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks east of the Rio
Grande, Cretaceous sedimentary rocksin the northwest, andthe Tertiary and Quaternary
sediments inthe southwest region of the study area rangefkom 1 to 7.4 %. Sediments
collected fiom areas of Tertiary rhyolites have ironoxide concentrations that range fiom
2.5 to 7.4 %. The highest concentrations of iron oxide occur in the northwest regionof
the study area. Concentrations within this region range fkom 7.5 to 18.8 %. This is the
result ofthe northwest region being predominantlycomposed of Tertiary volcanic rocks.
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Three locations south of Socorro along Interstate 25 have iron oxide
concentrations above 7.5 %. These locations are likely the result ofsamples coming from
drainages of the Luiz Lopez mining district. The locations also have high manganese
concentrations and are likely the resultof coprecipitation of iron and manganese oxides.

LEAD
Geochemistrv
Lead is a chalcophile element associated with silver in many precious metal
deposits and with iron, zinc, copper and antimonyin sulfide deposits (Rose st al., 1979).
The primary lead mineral is galena (PbS). Pb” may replace

K’. Sr2’, Ba”. Ca”, and Na?

in rock forming minerals. Potassium feldspars are the major lead carriers in magmatic
rocks (Wedepohl, 1978). Lead may be mobilized during low-grade metamorphism but
has a low rate of mobility during chemical weathering (BGS. 1992; Wedepohl. 1975).
This low mobility is due in part to lead’s tendency
for adsorption to Mn-Fe oxides and
organic matter (Rose et al.. 1979) as well as the formation of lead carbonate and sulfate
crusts in arid climates. In sediments lead is found principallyin detrital micas and
feldspars as well as clay minerals (Wedepohl, 1975). The contaminarion of stream
sediments by atmospheric dust near roads, metallic detritus, and paints is widespread
(BGS, 1992). Table 13 shows the concentrations of lead in some typical rocks and soils.
Lead was chosen as the number 2 hazardous substance for 1997 by the Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry andthe Environmental Protection Agency
(ATSDR, 1997). Lead can adversely affect almost every organand system within the
human body. The most sensitive to lead is the centralnervous system. Exposure to lead

is even more dangerous for young children and unborn children. The Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends that all children be screened for lead
poisoning at least once a year. Because of the health effects associated with lead. the
EPA has set a limit of 15 ppb of lead in drinking water (ATSDR, 1993b).

Table 13 Lead (ppm)

Lead concentrations within the srudyarea range from 6 to 11255 ppm with a
median value of20 ppm (Fig. 19). This value is slightly higher than the Clarke value
cited by Fortescue (1992) of 13 ppm. This is likely the result ofthe abundance of
granites and silicic volcanic rocks as well as mining districts within the study area.
Lead concentrations across the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks easr
of the Rio
Grande, and Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest range fiom 6 to 17 ppm.
These values are consistent with the valuesfor sedimentary rocks cited by Rose et al.
(1979) and Wedepohl(1978). In most areas dominated by Tertiary rhyolites and basaltic
andesites, lead concentrations range &om17 to 42 ppm.
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Figure 19. Lead distribution within the study area.
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Anomalously high lead concentrations occur at Socorro Peak, Copper Canyon,
and near the town of Magdalena. All of these locations are associated with the known
mining districts of Socorro Peak, Water Canyon,Hop Canyon, Magdalena, and North
Magdalena. The maximum lead concentration of 11,258 ppmwas found withinthe
Magdalena mining district.

MAGNESIUM OXIDE
Geochemistry
During magmatic processes magnesium is concentrated in the early differentiates
and is a major constituent in rock forming mineralssuch as olivine and pyroxene (BGS,
1992). Magnesium is present in many silicate minerals many of which involve solid
solutions between Mg2+ and Fe2+ (Wedepohl, 1978).
Magnesium distribution seems to be
relatively unaffected by medium to high-grade metamorphism. However, magnesium
may be mobilized during greenschistfacies alteration and contact metamorphism of
carbonates (BGS, 1992). Weathering leads to the fractionation of magnesium from iron
and other cations. This results in the formation of magnesium sheet silicate and
carbonate minerals (Wedepohl, 1978). Minerals such as olivines, pyroxenes, amphiboles,
chlorite, and micasbreak down rapidly and contribute to a largepercentage of the detrital
magnesium in stream sediments. Carbonates such as dolomite are also important under
certain conditions. In sedimentary rocks magnesium occurs in dolomite, chlorite,
ankerite, and glauconite (BGS, 1992). Table 14 shows the concentration of magnesium
in some typical rocks.

Table 14 Magnesium Oxide (MgO%)
Fortescue
Wedepohl
BGS (1992)
II 978)
I1 992)

I

ores

I

I

I

Taylor and
McLennan

I

I

m a
Magnesium oxide concentrationswithin the study area range from 0.54

IO 2.95 %

with a mean of 1.55 % (Fig. 20). The mean of 1.55 % is significantly lower than the
Clarke value o f 4 3 to 5.3 (Table 14). This is likely a reflection of the low percentageof
ultramafic and mafic rocks withinthe study area.
The lowest concentrationsof magnesium oxide within the study area occur inthe
southern region. This area is dominated by Tertiary rhyolites. In regions dominatedby
Tertiary volcanic rocks magnesium oxide concentrations typically range
from 0.54 to
2.54 %. These values are consistent withthose cited for rhyolites but are lower than cited
values for either basalts or andesites (Wedepohl, 1978). Magnesium oxide
concentrations across the Paleozoicsedimentary rocks east of the Rio Grande typically
range &om 1.50 to 2.95 %. These values are higher than the referenced value for
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sandstones of 0.70 Yo. This is likely a reflectionof an igneous or metamorphic source for
the sandstones.

MtWGANESE OXIDE
Geochemistry
Manganese is a lithophile element associated withmagnesium and iron silicates
and is enriched in mafic and ultramafk rocks (BGS, 1992; Rose et aL, 1979). Manganese
occurs naturally in minerals as Mn2',

Mn3',

and Mn4'.

Mn2' is the most stable species

under most geological conditions and may substitute for Fez', Mg",

and Ca" in igneous

and metamorphic rocks (Wedepohl, 1978). Manganese is immobile during
metamorphism but maybe mobilized as a resultof hydrothermal activity during regional
metasomatism (BGS, 1992). During weathering and sediment
formation Mn4' forms its
-

own minerals (Wedepohl, 1978). The precipitationof manganese oxides can scavenge
trace elements such as Ba, Cu; and Zn (BGS, 1992). Table 15 shows the concentrations
of manganese in some typical rocks and soils.
Table 15 Manganese Oxide (MnO%)

m a
Manganese oxide concentrations withinthe study area range from less than0.04
to 0.20 % with a meanof 0.1 % (Fig. 21). This mean value is very near the cited
reference of 0.106 % given by Fortescue (1992).
Manganese oxide concentrationsacross the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks eastof
the Rio Grande, and Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest section
of the study
area range from less than 0.04 to 0.07 %.The Tertiary rhyolites and basaltic andesites
have manganese oxide concentrations that that range from 0.05 to 0.16 %.
Enrichment of manganese oxide occurs in discrete samples in
the northwest
region, Magdalena Mountains, andsouth of Socorro alongInterstate 25. In the northwest
region, the enrichmentis likely dueprimarily to the presence of Tertiary andesites. In the
Magdalena Mountainsthe anomalous values of manganese oxide are coincident with the
Magdalena, and Water Canyon mining districts. The highest concentration of manganese
oxide (0.26 %) was found in the Water Canyon district. Manganese oxide enrichment
south of Socorro is stronglyrelated to iron oxide enrichment inthe same samples. One
explanation forthis is the coprecipitation of manganese and iron oxides

An interesting note on the manganese oxide concentrationsis the general lack of a
significant anomaly located southeastof Socorro in the LuisLopez mining district. The
major element produced in this district is manganese and bed materialwithin streams
sampled in this region generally contained coatings ofthe manganese oxide psilomelane.
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MOLYBDENUM
Geochemistry
Molybdenum is a siderophile element with a complex chemistry that involves a
range of natural ions f?om Mo3+toMo6+ (Roseet al., 1979; Wedepohl, 1978).
Molybdenum is preferentially accumulated in titanium,iron, and tungsten minerals such
as sphene, ilmenite, titanomagnetite, and biotite. Metamorphic sequences showno
consistent enrichment ordepletion of molybdenum (Wedepohl, 1978). Molybdenum
weathers quickly andis more mobile under alkaline, oxidizing conditions (BGS, 1992).
Table 16 shows the concentrationsof molybdenum in some typical rocks and soils.

Table 16 Molybdenum f o o d
Fortescue Rose, Hawkes, Wedepohl
(1978)
Webb
and
992)
(1

I

mafic 1.5
granitic

,

andesite
rhyolite
,andstone
imestone
shale
soils
carbonatite

1.3

0.2

0.4

1.1
1.2

I

MiLennan
(19R!i\

basalt

0.3
0.4
0.7-2 2.6
2.0 2.5

50.0

m a
Molybdenum concentrations within the study area range from less than 2to
13 ppm with amean of 2 ppm (Fig. 22). This value is very near the Clarke valueof
1.2 ppm andthe referenced values for soilsof 2 to 2.5 ppm (Table 16).
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Figure 22. Molybdenum distribution within ll1e study area.
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Most of the samples withinthe study area have molybdenumconcentrations lower
than the detection limitof 2 ppm This is consistent withthe Clarke values cited by
Fortescue (1992), and Taylor and McLennan (1985). The highest concentrationsof
molybdenum occur inthe Polvadera Peak region where carbonatite dikes outcrop. The
maximum value of 13ppm is below the mean for carbonatites. However, Wedepohl
(1978) gave a rangeof molybdenum concentrations in carbonatites of 4 to 100 ppm.
Therefore, the carbonatitesare a likely cause for the anomaly located near Polvadera
Peak. Three locationssouth of Socorro along Interstate 25 have molybdenum
concentrations above4 ppm These locations correspondto samples enriched in both
manganese and iron oxidesas well.

NICKEL
Geochemistry
Nickel is both a siderophile and to a lesser extent chalcophile
element that is
associated with magnesium andcobalt in ultramafic and mafic rocks, andwith cobalt,
copper, and platinumin sulfide deposits (Rose et al., 1979). A strong correlation exists
between nickel magnesium, and chromium, especially in basaltic rocks (Wedepohl,

. lntermediate
.
1978). Nickel does not form any common rock-forming minerals. NI.z+ 1s
in
size betweenMg2+and Fez+ andas such substitutes for them during fractionation. During
fractionation nickel is partitioned into minerals
such as olivine, orthopyroxene,and
spinels (BGS, 1992; Wedepohl, 1978). During weathering nickel is readily mobilized but
becomes coprecipitated withiron and manganese oxides (Wedepohl, 1978). In
sedimentary rocks nickel is present
in detrital ferromagnesian silicates, primary iron

oxides, hydrous iron and manganese oxides, andclay minerals (BGS, 1992). Table 17
shows the concentrationsof nickel in some typical rocks and soils.

Table 17 Nickel (ppm)

17.0

soils
nres

I

14.0

I

I

I

Nickel concentrations withinthe study area range&om 10 to 79 ppm with a mean
of 26ppm (Fig. 23). This value is well below the referenced Clarke values of 99 and 105
ppm but is reasonably close to the 14 to 17 ppm cited for soils (Table 17). This
difference is again likely due to the scarcity of mafic and ultramaficrocks within the
study area.
Nickel concentrationsacross the Paleozoic sedimentary rockseast of the Rio
Grande, Cretaceoussedimentary rocks in the northwest, Tertiary and Quaternary
sediments in the southwest region, and
areas dominated by Tertiary rhyolites range &om

10 to 21 ppm. The values for sedimentary rocks are consistent withthe values cited for
sandstone by Wedepohl(1978) and Rose et a1..(1979). The concentrations in areas
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Figurc 23. Nickel distribution within the study area.

dominated by Tertiary rhyolites are greater than the valuecited by Wedepohl(l978) of
less than 6 ppm.
Elevated concentrations of nickel occur in the northwest region, Magdalena
Mountains, anda site located between the Magdalena and Chupadera Mountains.
Elevated concentrations within the northwest region are related to the presence of
Tertiary basaltic andesites. In the MagdalenaMountains nickel is enriched in Copper
Canyon. This is likely the result of nickels association with copper in sulfide deposits as
described by Rose et al. (1979).

NIOBIUM
Geochemistrv
Niobium is a lithophile element having a strong association with tantalum.
Niobium is also associated with titanium, rare earth elements, uranium,thorium, and
phosphorus in alkalime igneous rocks (Rose et al., 1979). Niobium accumulates during
magmatic fractionation and thus later differentiates have increased abundances. Titanium
minerals are the majorhost phases ofNb in magmatic rocks (Wedepohl, 1978). Table 18
shows the concentrations of niobium in sometypical rocks and soils.

I

Table 18 Niobium (ppm)
Fortescue [Rose. Hawkes. 1 Wedeoohl

I Tavlor
and

I

m a
Niobium concentrations withinthe study area range fiom 4 to 45ppm with a
mean of 15 ppm(Fig. 24). The meanvalue lies between those cited for the Clarkeof 11
to 20 ppm (Table 18) and is equal tothe value cited by Rose et al. (1979) forsoils of
15 ppm.
Niobium concentrations across the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks east
of the E o
Grande and Cretaceous rocks in the northwest section of the study area range &om 4 to

11 ppm. These values are lower than the cited values for sandstones and shales given
by
Wedepohl, (1979) and Rose etal. (1979). Concentrations across regions dominated by
Tertiary basaltic andesites range fiom 11 to 18 ppmwhich is consistent with the 10to 20
ppm range cited for mafic rocks (Wedepohl, 1978;Rose et al., 1979). In areas where
Tertiary rhyolites are dominant, niobium concentrations range &om 18 to 45 ppm This
is consistent with the value cited by Wedepohl(1978) for rhyolites of 28 ppm.
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PHOSPHORUS OXIDE
Geochemistry
Phosphorus in the lithosphere takes the form of Ps+in the phosphate ion
The most abundant phosphate mineral isapatite (Wedepohl, 1978). Apatite is commonly
associated with niobium and the rare earth elements in alkaline igneous rocks (Roseet al.,
1979). There is a gradual decrease of phosphorus with increasing acidityof magmatic
rocks (Wedepohl, 1978). Phosphorus has alow to intermediate mobilitywith apatite
being the primary phosphorus mineral in sediments (Rose et al., 1979). Phosphorite
deposits within the United States are commonly enriched in uranium and vanadium
(Wedepohl, 1978). Table 19 shows the concentrations ofphosphorus in some typical
rocks.
Table 19 Phosphorus Oxide (P205%)

Phosphorus oxideconcentrations within the study area range ftom 0.050 to 0.465
% with a meanof 0.128 % (Fig. 15). The mean of 0.128 % is lower than the cited
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Figure 25. Phosphorus oxide distribution within the study area.
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Clarke valueof 0.2 % (Fortescue, 1992). This is liiely the result of the low percentage of
mafic rocks within the study area.
Phosphorus oxide concentrationsacross the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks eastof
the Rio Grande range%om 0.050 to 0.110 %. These values are consistent with the cited
values for sedimentaryrocks of 0.04 to 0.15 'Yo (Wedepohl, 1978). Phosphorus oxide
concentrations inareas dominated by Tertiary rhyolites and basalticandesites typically
range fiom 0.085 to 0.21 1'YO.
The highest concentrations of phosphorus oxide within thestudy area occur in
Water Canyon, Copper Canyon, and Polvadera Mountain.In the Polvadera Mountain
region the abundance of phosphorus oxidecan be attributed to the carbonatite dikesin
that region.

POTASSIUM OXIDE
Geochemistry
The majorityof potassium withinthe earth's crust is contained inalkali feldspars
(Wedepohl, 1978). Potassium is a lithophile element that is common to many mineral
deposits (Rose et al., 1979). There is a strong similarity between K" and Rb' that allows
a mutual substitution ofthe two elements. Potassium has a moderatelyhigh mobility
restricted by adsorption to clay minerals anduptake by plants and animals(Rose et al.,
1979). The potassiumcontent of sandstones is principally afunction of potassium
feldspars, potassium micas, and glauconite. The concentrationsofpotassium in
sedimentary rocks increases with decreasinggrain size (WedepohL 1978). Table 20
shows the concentrations of potassium insome typical rocks and soils.
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Table 20 Potassium Oxide (K20%)

&a
Potassium oxide concentrations within thestudy area range from 0.82 to 4.52 %
with a meanof 2.37 % (Fig. 26). The mean of 2.37 % is consistent with the Clarke value
cited by Fortescue (1992) of2.1 %.
Potassium oxide concentrations across the Paleozoicsedimentary rocks east ofthe
Rio Grande andCretaceous sedimentary rocksin the northwest range from 0.82 to
2.34 %. These values are consistent with thosecited by Wedepohl(l978) for
sedimentary rocks of 0.31 to 2.45 %. In areas dominated by Tertiary basaltic andesites,
potassium oxide concentrations range &om 0.82 to 2.75 %. Once again this is consistent
with values cited by Wedepohl(1978) for basalts and andesites. Potassium oxide
concentrations withinareas dominated by Tertiary rhyolites typically range &om 2.34 to
4.52 %.
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Figure 26. Potassium oxide distribution within the study area.
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Potassium oxide enrichmentoccurs in two principal regions within the study area.
The frst region extends fjrom Socorro Peak intothe Chupadera Mountains while the other
region occurs in South Canyon. This zone of enrichment does not matchthe expected
zone of potassium metasomatismshown by Ennis (1996). This may in part be related to
the breakdown of potassium into the claysize fiaction that is easily removed. It may also
be the result of the potassium alteration being restricted to lithology.

RUBIDIUM
Geochemistry
Rubidium is a lithophile elementthat is associated with potassium in igneousand
sedimentary rocks (Rose etal., 1979). Rubidium does not form minerals of its own but is
dispersed principally in potassium mineralssuch as micas and potassium feldspars
(Wedepohl, 1978). In sedimentary rocks Rb is found in K-feldspars, micas, and clay
minerals (BGS, 1992). Rubidium concentrations in regional metamorphismdo not vary
until the granulite facies (Wedepohl, 1978). Table 21 shows the concentrations of
rubidium in some typical rocks and soils.
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Table 21 Rubidium (ppm)
Fortescue
(1992)

Rose, Hawkes,
and Webb

Wedepohl
(1978)

Taylor and
McLennan

&a
Rubidium concentrations within the study area range kom 38 to 294 ppm with a
mean of 100 ppm (Fig. 27). This mean is higher than the Clarke valueof 78 ppm cited
by Fortescue (1992). The higher mean is likely the result of the abundance of rhyolites
within the study area.
Rubidium concentrations across the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks east ofthe Rio
Grande, Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest, and Tertiary basalticandesites in
the west range from38 to 119 ppm. These values are consistent with those cited by Rose
et al. (1979) and Wedepohl, (1979)for sedimentary and basaltic rocks. Regions
dominated by Tertiary rhyolites have rubidium concentrations that range from 93 to 294
ppm. Once again these values are consistent with the value cited byWedepohl(l978) of
217 ppm for rhyolites.
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Figure 27. Rubidium distributionwithin the study area.
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SILICON OXIDE
Geochemistry
Silicon is amajor constituent in most rock-forming minerals and is commonly
used as a measureof the degree of magmatic differentiation. Minerals such asolivines,
pyroxenes, and amphiboles will weather quickly whilequartz is highly resistant to
weathering processes. The abundance of silica is sedimentaxyenvironments is highly
variable and dependenton source areas andthe amount of chemical precipitation which
occurs. Table 22 shows the concentrations of silica in some typical rocks.
Table 22 Silicon Oxide (Si02%)
Fortescue
Rose, Hawkes,
Wedepohl
(1992)
and Webb
(1978)

Taylor and
McLennan

m a
Silicon oxide concentrations within the study area range fkom 45.71 to 75.62 %
with a mean of 64.50 % (Fig. 28). The mean of 64.50 % is slightly higher than the cited
Clarke valuesof 57.3 and 59.3 % (Table 22). This is likelythe result ofthe large
percentage of quartz sandstones within the study area.
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Silicon oxide concentrationsare the lowest across the western portion of the study
area. In this area, Tertiary basaltic andesites dominate and silicon concentrations range
ftom 45.71 to 60.26%. This range is consistent withthe reported values of Wedepohl
(1978) for basalts and andesites. Siliconoxide concentrations across areas dominated by
Tertiary rhyolites range f?om 60.26 to 72.44
%.
The highest concentrationsof silicon oxide within thestudy area are associated
with the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks east of the Rio Grande, Cretaceous Sedimentary
rocks in the northwest region, and Quaternary sediments
associated with theRio Grande.
Concentrations in these areas range from 60.26 to 75.62%.

SODIUM OXIDE
Geochemistry
There is a close relationship between sodium, potassium, and calcium.
In rockforming minerals sodium iscommonly replaced by ions such as Ca” and K’. The
majority of sodium within the earth‘s crust is contained in feldspars. Sodium is also
important in micas, amphiboles, and pyroxenes. Sodium is soluble but with a low
mobility during regional metamorphism. Sodium’slow mobility leads tothe formation

of albite porphyroblasts during metamorphism. Sodic plagioclaseis an important
contributor to sodium in soils (Wedepohl, 1978). Sodium may be rapidly leached outof
soils unless adsorbed to clays and organicmatter (O’Neill, 1985). Table 23 shows the
concentrations of sodium insome typical rocks and soils.

Table 23 Sodium Oxide (Na203%)

m a
Sodium oxideconcentrations within the study area range fiom 0.46 to 3.63 %
with a meanof 1.72 % (Fig. 29). The mean of 1.72 % is less than the cited Clarke value

of 3.1 % (Taylor and McLennan, 1985).
Sodium oxideconcentrations are the lowest across the Paleozoic sedimentary
rocks east of the Rio Grande andthe Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest
region of the study area. Sodium oxide concentrations within theseunits range fiom 0.46
to 1.24 YO.These valuesare lower than those cited for sedimentary rocks, butare very
near the cited value for soils (Wedepohl, 1978). Concentrations of sodium oxide in areas
dominated by Tertiary rhyolites typically range from 1.24 to 2.71

%.These values are

significantly lower thanthe values cited by Wedepohl(1978) for rhyolites.
The highest concentrationsof sodium oxide withinthe study area are associated
with the Tertiary basalticandesites located on the western boundary. Concentrations of
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Figure 29. Sodium oxide distribution within the study area.
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sodium oxide in this arearange iiom 2.14 to 3.63 %. This isconsistent with values cited
by Wedepohl(1978) forbasalts and andesites.

STRONTIUM
Geochemistry
Strontium is a lithophile element associated with calcium and barium(Rose et al.,
1979). Most of the Sr within the earth’s crust is dispersed in rock forming and accessory
minerals (Wedepohl, 1978). Sr2+is intermediate in size between Ca” and K+ and
therefore may substitute in both plagioclase and potassium feldspars.’Due to mid-stage
fractionation, Sr is enriched in intermediate igneous’rocks(BGS, 1992). Strontium is
relatively immobile during high-grade metamorphism, but may be
redistributed during
contact metamorphism and hydrothermalalteration (BGS, 1992). Strontium is generally
less mobile than calcium during weathering (Wedepohl, 1978). Strontium in stream
sediments occurs principally in lithic fiagments and detrital feldspars. In sedimentary
rocks it is found in the Ca” and Baz+lattice sites of carbonates and sulfates (BGS, 1992).
Table 24 shows the concentrations of strontium in some typical rocks and soils.

38

m a
Strontium concentrations within thestudy area range from 115 to 11 57 ppm with
a mean of 384ppm (Fig. 30). This mean is exactly equal to Fortescue’s (1992) cited
Clarke valueof 384 ppm.
Strontium concentrations are the lowest
across the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
east of the Rio Grande and the Cretaceous sedimentaryrocks in the northwest sectionof
the study area. Concentrations in these regions range from 115 to 215 ppm. These
values are consistent withthose for sandstones but may beelevated due to the presence of
both limestones and shales in these areas. Strontium concentrations across the Tertiary
rhyolites range from 115 to 466 ppm. These values are well abovethe value cited by
Wedepohl(1978) for rhyolites of 40 pprn
The highest concentrationsof strontium withinthe study area occur in the western
region. Strontium concentration in this area range from 466 to 1157 ppm and are the
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result of the Tertiary basaltic andesites which occur in this area. These values are
consistent with the values cited by Wedepohl(l978) and Rose et al. (1979) for basalts.

THORIUM
Geochemistrv
Thorium is a lithophile element occurring in accessory minerals of igneous rocks
(Rose et al., 1979). Similarities in ionic sue, electron configuration, and bond character
are the main reasons for the close relationship between thorium, cesium, uranium, and
zirconium (Wedepohl? 1978). Thorium tend'sto be incorporated in primary minerals in
igneous rocks, thus reducing its abilityto concentrate in late-stage fluids (Wedepohl,
1978). Thorium occurs in monazite and as a minor constituent in allanite, sphene. and
zircon. These minerals occur with gold, magnetite?and other heavy minerals (Rose et al..
1979). Concentrations ofthorium in metamorphic rocks are highly variable (Wedepohl.
1978). The relatively immobile thorium is concentrated in residual materials such as
weathered rocks and soils. This concentration leads to a fractionation between uranium
and thorium as oxidation of uranium forms a soluble uranyl ion(Wedepohl, 1978). Table
25 shows the concentration of thorium in some typical rocks and soils.

Table 25 Thorium (ppm)

m a
Thorium concentrations withinthe study area range from less than 3 to 55 ppm
with a mean of 11 ppm (Fig. 31). This value is slightly higher than Fortescue’s (1992)
Clarke of 8.1 ppm. This is likely the resultofthe abundance of rhyolites within thestudy
area as well asthe increased concentrationof thorium in residual materials.
Thorium concentrationsacross the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks eastof the Rio
Grande, Cretaceous sedimentaryrocks in the northwest, and Tertiary basaltic andesites in
the west range from less than 3 to 12 ppm. These values are consistent with values cited
for sedimentary rocks and basalts (Roseet al., 1979; Wedepohl, 1978). Thorium
concentrations across the Tertiary rhyolitesrange from 8 to 43 ppm. These values are
again consistent with the values cited
by Rose et al. (1979) for granites of 20 ppm.
Elevated concentrations ofthorium occw in the Hop Canyon andNorth
Magdalena mining districts as well as inthe Polvadera Mountain region. The highest,
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concentrations within the study area occur at Polvadera Mountain and are likely the result

of Precambrian granites as well as the carbonatite dikes.

TITANIUM OXIDE
Geochemistry
Titanium in minerals occurs principally in the tetravalent oxidation state
(Wedepohl, 1978). During magmatic processes Ti4’ is partitioned into iron-titanium
oxides such as ilmenite and magnetite andTi02 phases such as rutile and anatase (BGS,
1992). Titanium may partially replace A13+,Fe3+,N b S f , Ta”, and

Mn3+

in a large number

of minerals (Wedepohl, 1978). Concentrations of titanium in sedimentary rocks are
determined by the abundance of detrital oxides and silicates. The largest proportionof
titanium in stream sediments occurs in minerals such as rutile, ilmenite, andsphene
(BGS, 1992). Table 26shows the concentrations of titanium in some typical rocks.
Table 26 Titanium Oxide (Ti02%)

&a
Titanium oxide concentrations within thestudy area range kom < 0.5 to 3.4 %
with a meanof 0.9 % (Fig. 32). The mean of 0.9 % is identical to the Clarke value cited
by Taylor and McLennan (1985).
Titanium oxide concentrationsare the lowest across the Paleozoic sedimentary
I

rocks east of the E o Grande. In this region concentrations typically rangekom < 0.5 to

0.6 %. This value is consistent with Wedepohl's (1978) cited values for sedimentary

I

rocks. The Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest region of the study area have
slightly higher concentrationsof titanium oxide. In areas dominatedby Tertiary
rhyolites, titanium oxide concentrations range kom 0.6 to 1.6 %. This range is
considerably higher thanthat cited by Wedepohl(l978) for rhyolites.
I

The highest concentrations of titanium oxide in the study area are located in the
west and are associated with Tertiarybasaltic andesites. Titanium oxide concentrations
within this area range kom 1.1 to 3.4 YO.This is consistent with Wedepohl's (1978)
reference for andesites.

URANIUM
Geochemistry
Uranium is a lithophile elementcommonly associated with vanadium, arsenic,
phosphorus, molybdenum, selenium, lead, andcopper in the Colorado Plateauas well as
cobalt and silver in some sulfide deposits (Rose et aL, 1979). Uranium in mineralshas
valence states of 4+, 5+, and6'. Uranium occurs in a variety of minerals but is
concentrated in a few speciesof minor abundance. The most abundant uranium mineral
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Figure 32. Titanium oxide distribution within the studyarea
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is uraninite (Wedepohl, 1978). In magmas the

v' ion behaves incompatibly and

becomes enriched in late-stagedifferentiates, typically in mineralssuch as zircon and
allanite. Secondary enrichment of uranium may occur with the emplacement of acid
volcanics and intrusivesrelated to deuteric and hydrothermalactivity (BGS, 1992).
Uranium weathersto form complex carbonates, phosphates, vanadates, andsilicates
(Rose et al., 1979). Uranium in stream sediments may be present inresistant minerals
such as zircon, monazite, and allanite. Further distribution of uranium in stream
sediments is controlled by Eh and pH conditons with the main redox process being the
oxidation of low solubility

v' to the highly soluble uranyl cation U O F .

The uranyl

cation may then be reprecipitated by reduction at redox boundaries (BGS, 1992).
Uranium isalso strongly sorbed to both organic matter and iron oxides (Rose et al.,
1979). Table 27 shows the concentrations of uranium in some typical rocks and soils.

Table 27 Uranium (ppm)
Taylor and
Fortescue Rose, Hawkes,
Wedepohl
McLennan
and Webb
(1978)
(1992)
I1 979)
I1 985)
0.91
2.3
0.84 0.03

Clarke
Ultramafic
mafic
...-..-

granitic

I

I

andesite
rhyolite
sandstone
limestone
shale 3.7

I

I)

53

2.2

3.9

0.8

5.0
1.7

0.45-2.1
2.2 2.2
3.2
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m a
Uranium concentrations within the study area range fiom less than 2 to 39 ppm
with a meanof 3 ppm (Fig. 33). This value is slightly higher than
Fortescue's (1992)
Clarke of 2.3 ppm.
Uranium concentrations throughout muchof the study area range fiom less than2
to 3 ppm. Concentrations of 3 to 4 pprn occur in areas dominatedby Tertiary rhyolites.
This is consistent with the values for variousrocks cited by Rose et al. (1979) and
Wedepohl(1978). Uranium concentrations above6 ppm occur in just a few places
within the study area. These locations include the Hop Canyon, North Magdalena, and
Water Canyon mining districts, as well as the Polvadera Mountain region. The highest
concentrations of uranium withinthe study area are found within Copper Canyon.

VANADIUM
Geochemistry

in secondary uranium
Vanadium is a lithophile element associated with uranium
minerals of the Colorado Plateau, iron oxides, and organic matter
in normal soils (Rose et
al., 1979). V3+ has an ionic radius verysimilar to Fe3' and therefore vanadium tends to
follow iron in mineral formation (BGS, 1992; Wedepohl, 1978). There are no primary
vanadium magmatic minerals. Instead the minerals magnetite and ilmeniteare the
primary carriers of vanadium. The vanadium mineralsthat are known are all secondary
forming under surface conditions (Wedepohl, 1978). Vanadium is largely immobile
during metamorphism (BGS, 1992). During weathering vanadium remains in the
residual minerals or enters minerals in thesilt or clay &action. In the clay &action
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Figure 33. Uranium distribution withinthe study area.
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vanadium may beadsorbed into clay mineralstructures or in iron oxide coatings
(Wedepohl, 1978). In sedimentary rocks vanadium concentrations reflect the abundance

of detrital iron oxides, clay minerals, hydrous oxides
of both iron and manganese, and
organic matter content (BGS, 1992). Table 28 shows the concentrations of vanadium in
some typical rocks and soils.
Exposure to high levels of vanadium may causeharmful health effects. High
levels of vanadium that are inhaled may have majoreffects on thelungs, throat, and eyes.
Animals that have ingested large quantitiesof vanadium have even died. However, the
quantities ingestedwere much larger than those likely to occur in the environment
(ATSDR, 199513).

Table 28 Vanadium (ppm)

m a
Vanadium concentrations withinthe study area range fkom 28 to 478 ppm with a
mean of 127 ppm (Fig. 34). This value is consistent withthe Clarke value cited by
Fortescue (1992) of 136 ppm.

VANADIUM /

40 Kilometers

V [ppm/percentile)

Figure 34. Vanadium distribution within the study area.
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Vanadium concentrations across the Paleozoicsedimentary rocks east of the Rio
Grande, Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the northwest, and
the Quaternary and Tertiary
sediments in the southwest region range&om 28 to 100 ppm.
Vanadium concentrations across Tertiaryrhyolites range &om 48 to 253ppm.
These values are consistent with those citedby Rose et al. (1979) and Wedepohl, (1979)
for granitic rock types. Vanadium concentrations across the northwest region ofthe
study area range &om 154 to 478 ppm. This is due to the presence of Tertiary basaltic
andesites within this area. The concentrations withinthis area once again match those
cited for basalts by Rose et al. (1979) and Wedepohl, (1979).

YTTRIUM
Geochemistry
During magmatic processes yttrium is
stongly partitioned into garnet, hornblende,
cliiopyroxene, and biotite. There is very little evidence for the mobility of yttrium
during metamorphism. Yttrium in stream sediments is held in accessory minerals thatare
resistant to weathering such as garnet, apatite, sphene, monazite, and zircon. The
concentration of yttrium in sedimentaryrocks is determined bythe abundance ofthe
resistant minerals mentioned(BGS, 1992). Table 29 shows the concentrations of yttrium
in some typical rocks and soils.

Table 29 Yttrium (pprn)

m a
Yttrium concentrations withinthe study area range &om 13 to 233 ppm with a
mean of 34 ppm (Fig. 35). This mean is consistent with
the Clarke value citedby
Fortescue (1992) of 3 1 ppm.
Yttrium concentrations across the
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks east of the Rio
Grande, Cretaceous sedimentary rocksin the northwest, and Tertiary basaltic andesites in
the west range fiom 13 to 34 ppm. The sedimentary rocks have concentrations that
generally range fiom 13to 26 ppm while the basaltic rocks generally rangefiom 26 to34
ppm. These values are consistent withthe cited values of the BGS (1992) and Wedepohl
(1979) for sedimentary rocks and basalts.In regions dominated by Tertiary rhyolites
yttrium concentrations rangefiom 26 to 60 ppm.
Elevated concentrations of yttrium occur in the south central region, near Water
Canyon, and at Polvadera Mountain. The maximum concentration of 233 ppm occurs at
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Figure 35. Yttrium distribution within the study area.
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Polvadera Mountain. Yttriumenrichment in this area is the result of the presence of both
Precambrian granites as well as carbonatite dikes.

ZINC
Geochemistry
Zinc is a chalcophile element associated with Cu, Pb, Ag,Au, Sb, As, and Se in
both base and precious metal deposits (Rose et al., 1979). In magmatic processes zinc is
enriched in early differentiates. Z i c becomes partitioned into silicates and oxides by
substitution for both Fez+ and Mg2+.
In mafic rocks the principal zinc bearing mineral is
magnetite while in granites biotite is more important. Sphalerite is a common zinc
mineral found in hydrothermalore deposits (BGS, 1992). Zinc goes into solution during
the weathering of silicates and oxides but has a low mobility and is easily adsorbed on
clay minerals, iron oxides, and organic substances. Concentrations of zinc are commonly
slightly higher in soils than in undecomposed rock. In streams sediments zinc principally
occurs in detrital matter (Wedepohl, 1978). Table 30 shows the concentrations of zinc in
some typical rocks and soils.
The breathing or ingesting of large quantities of zinc mayresult in stomach
cramps, nausea, vomiting, anemia,pancreas damage, and ashort term disease called
metal h

e fever. Because of the adverse health affects of zinc, the EPA has set a limit

of 5 ppm of zinc in drinking water (ATSDR, 1995~).

m a
Zinc concentrations withinthe study area range &om 22 to 19,818 ppm with a
median valueof 74 ppm (Fig. 36). The median valueof 74 ppm is consistent with the
76 to 80 ppm citedfor the Clarke value(Table 30).
The lowest concentrationsof zinc within thestudy area occur in the Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks eastof the Rio Grande and in the Cretaceous sedimentary
rocks in the
northwest. Concentrations of zinc in these regions range &om22 to 54 ppm. This range
is consistent withthat cited for sedimentary rocks by Rose et al. (1979). Zinc

concentrations in areas dominated by
Tertiary rhyolites and basalticandesites range &om
54 to 161 ppm. These values are again consistent with values citedfor basalts, andesites,

and rhyolites (Wedepohl, 1978).
Zinc concentrations exceed the951hpercentile in three regions. These include
Polvadera Mountain, Socorro Peak, and a region extending
&omthe town of Magdalena
through Copper Canyon. The Socorro Peak and Magdalena regionscoincide with the
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Figure 36. Zinc distribution within the study area.
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Socorro Peak,North Magdalena, Magdalena, Hop Canyon, and Water Canyon mining
districts.

ZIRCONIUM
Geochemistry
Zirconium is a lithophile element occurring accessory
in
zircon in igneous rocks
(Rose et al., 1979). During magmatic processes the Zr4* ion is incompatible with the
lattice sites of most commonrock forming silicates. Instead it is preferentially
partitioned into accessory phasessuch as zircon, baddeleyite, and sphene (BGS, 1992).
Zirconium may replace titanium, niobium, tantalum, iron, and
the rare earth elements
(Wedepohl, 1978). Zirconium may be remobilized during metasomatism and granite
related hydrothermal alteration (BGS, 1992). .During hydrothermal processes, Zr tends to
concentrate in veins (Wedepohl, 1978). Zirconium accumulates in weathering profiles.
This accumulation is due tothe resistant nature of zircons, which may survive several
cycles of erosion (Wedepohl, 1978). The abundance of zirconium in sedimentary rocks
is due tothe presence of detrital minerals such aszircon and sphene. Zirconium when
mobilized is also rapidly adsorbed onto claysas Zr(OH)d (BGS, 1992). Table 31 shows
the concentration of zirconium in sometypical rocks and soils.

I ox

m a
Zirconium concentrations withinthe study area range fiom 216 to 3678 ppm with
a mean of 619 ppm (Fig. 37). This value ismuch higher than the referenced Clarke
values of either Fortescue (1992)or Rose et al. (1979). Thisis likely the result of
zirconium being enrichedin sediments due to weathering resistant mineralssuch as
zircon.
Zirconium concentrations withinthe study area are variable and show no
distinction with rock type. Tliis is consistent withthe very similar numbersgiven for
various rock types by Rose et al. (1979) and Wedepohl(l979). The highest
concentrations occur at PolvaderaMountain and are associated withthe carbonatite dikes
in this region.
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INTERPRETATIONS
The following paragraphswill briefly discuss a fewof the observations that can
be made about the data obtained from this project and how theyrelate to the geology of
the study area. In particular, some general interpretations made on the data as a whole
and then a discussionof the potassium metasomatized region that
occurs within thestudy
area. These brief comments are largely basedon mapped element distributionas well as
the statistical results obtainedfrom the data set. Table 32 shows theresults ofthe
Spearman’s correlation coefficientsdetermined for the data set. In the Spearman’s
method a correlationof 1 tells us that y increases as x increases. This relationship does
not haveto fall on a straight lineto be considered perfect.
General Interpretations
The first thing thatis evident fiom looking at Table 32 is that the regional geology
is strongly controlling the elementalrelationships. This is reflected by the strong positive
and negative correlationsof Fe203, MnO, NazO, SiOz, TiO2, Cr, Ga, N b Sr, and V. With
the exception of Si02, which has anegative correlation withthe other elements, the
elements have low concentrations inthe Paleozoic sediments, moderate concentrationsin
the Tertiary rhyolites, andthe highest concentrations in the Tertiary basaltic andesites.
The correlation coefficients also emphasize geochemical relationships
that have
long been recognized. These relationships include potassium-rubidium, aluminumgallium, and barium-strontium. The data from this project continue to reflectthese
relationships with strong correlationsbetween the element pairs.
From simply looking at the data in map view it was evident that a relationship
existed between iron-manganese oxides and many metals. This relationship is further

ill

shown by the strong correlation coefficients betweenFe203, MnO, Cr, Cu, Ga, Ni, Pb, V,
and Zn. From this it is evident that both iron and manganese oxides are playing a major
role in controlling the distribution of metals withinthe study area. This is likely the
result of scavenging of metals by the Fe"n oxides. Phosphorus oxides are also related
to the Fe-Mn oxides and may be the reason
for the strong correlation betweenP205 and

cu.
Another interesting discovery concerningthe manganese oxide distribution isthe
general lack of a MnO anomaly associated withthe Luiz Lopez mining district. The
principal product of this district is manganese and the bed material within streams
sampled in this area contained pebbles with manganeseoxide coatings. One explanation
for this lack of anomaly is that the manganese oxides may be concentrated inthe larger
grain size fiactions. Therefore, as a resultof sampling the fmer fiactions as part of this
work the manganese oxide anomalyis not observed.
Potassium Metasomatism
One of the principal reasons thisstudy was conducted in this area was the
presence of a region of potassium metasomatism. This region can be observed in the map
of potassium distribution by airborne gamma-ray spectrometry (Fig. 38). However, in
the soils work done by Shacklette and Boerngen(1984), the region is not observed. One
explanation for the lack of a potassium anomalyin Shacklette's and Boemgen's work
might be a lackof sample locations withinthis area.
The potassium metasomatized region thought
is
to have formedas a resultof the
downward percolation of alkaline, saline brines ina hydrologically closed basin. The
potassium alteration is restricted to units fiom the Hells Mesa Tuff through the Basal

Figure 38. The top figure shows the potassium distributionof the United
States observed by airborne gamma-ray spectrometry. The arrow points
to a region of potassium metasomatism that occurs within the study urea
of this project. The bottom figure shows the potassium distribution from
Shacklette and Boerngen,(1 984) soils work. Note the absence of a
potassium anomaly on thismap (modified from, Darniey et ai.,
1995).

insert k20 map here
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Popotosa Formation with KzO concentrations being as high as 13.5 wt.% (Chapin and
Dunbar, 1994). The trace elements As, Ba, and Rb also show significant enrichment in
these rocks (Fmnis, 1996).
While the maps of KzO, As, Ba, and Rb produced in this study confirm the
existence of the metasomatized region they do not preciselydefine its boundary (Figs. 12,
13,26, and 27). The map ofpotassium oxide does not show the expected zone of
enrichment shownby Ennis (1996). There are several possibilities for why this may be.
The first is that the potassium metasomatism is restricted to lithology. Therefore, in
regions where this lithology is not dominant the KzO signal may be obscured. Another
possibility is thatthe potassium may be removed as a free ion in stream water as opposed
to remaining behind inthe stream sediments. A final possibility is that during weathering
the potassium inthe rocks is being concentrated in the clay size fraction. Because, there
was a general lackof the clay size kaction inthe stream sediment samples the KzO
enrichment may not beobserved.
The map of arsenic actually shows the best relationshipto the metasomatized
region (Fig. 12). This is likely the result of the increased concentration of arsenic in the
metasomatized rocks as well as its strong tendency to sorb onto iron, manganese, and
aluminum oxides as well as fine-grained sediments (Chapin and Dunbar, 1994).

RECOMMENDATIONS
Figure 39 showsan arsenic contamination map basedon soil guidelines
established by a British agency, the Interdepartmental Committee on the Redevelopment
of Contaminated Lands (ICRCL). The guidelines used here are based on the maximum
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Figure 39. Map of sample locations (in yellow) that according
to the ICRCL
(Bell et al.,1996)guidelines for soils are considered too contaminated with
arsenic for use as residential developments with gardens. Note that the
samples above are stream sediments and the correlation between stream
sediments andsoils in not defined.
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concentrations allowed, insoils, for residential developments with gardens. The
maximum concentration allowed for arsenic is 10 ppm Approximately 15 Yo of the 254
sample sites, inthis study, have concentrationsthat exceed the guideline. However, the
concentrations inthis study are of stream sediments that may or may not reflect the
concentrations of arsenic in soils. Also, theBritish guidelines were used because in the
United States contamination is measured by ground water quality and a comparison with
those numbers would not be meaningful. From an environmental standpoint alone this
geochemical mapping project should continue within
New Mexico. Recommendations
for future work would include:

1). Further chemical analysis on the samples collected aspart ofthis project. Other
analytical methods shouldbe employed to add to our understanding of the
geochemistry within the study area. It is particularly importantthat we obtain data
for other environmentally sensitive elements suchas cadmium and selenium.

2). The continuationof this project to provide high quality, comparabledata for therest
ofNew Mexico. The Environmental Protection Agency is considering lowering
the allowable concentration of arsenic in drinking water. Theresults of
our study reflectthat the natural concentrationsof arsenic withinthe study area are
commonly higherthan what other nations wouldconsider threshold values for soil
contamination. The high concentration of arsenic inrocks and sediments will likely
effect the qualityof drinking water. For this reason, it is important
that data is
gathered for therest of h e w Mexico inorder to fully understandhow new water-
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quality guidelines may be affected bythe natural chemistry of the region.

3). One region within the state which could greatly benefitfiom this type of work is the
Albuquerque Basin. The expansion ofthe Albuquerque metropolitan area, will
continue to put astrain on the natural resources, namely water, within this region.
A
detailed geochemical surveyof the region may assist with future land use decisions.

4). Expansion of the survey to look at other sampling media. Ideas for this include

water sampling near Magdalena
during the rainy season and samplingof soils within
residential regions of Magdalena. The analysis of different size fiactions of steam
sediments may also be helpful. This would provide more details on the amount of
mining related contamination near
the town ofMagdalena.

CONCLUSIONS
There are several conclusionsthat can be drawn fiom this study. The first is that
the sampling strategy, sample preparation,and analytical methods used provided highly
accurate and comparabledata that may be incorporated intofuture studies of this type.
Results &om this project indicatethat nearly all elements havetrends that are
correlative with the varying geologyof the region. The Paleozoic sedimentary rocks east
of the Rio Grande are defined by all elementswith the exceptionof Cr, Mo, SiO2, U, and
Zr. The Cretaceous sedimentary rocks inthe northwest are defmed by all elements with
the exception of CaO, Cr, MgO, Mo, PzOS,SiO2, U, and Zr. The Tertiary basaltic
andesites and rhyolitescan best be differentiated by A1~03,Cr, Fez03, N b SiOz, Na~03,

I IS

Sr, TiOz, and V. One caveatto these correlations is that most of the major elements were
determined on approximately half of the sample sites due principally to time
considerations for this study. Further analysis of the remainder of samples may reveal
that some of the exceptions listed actually nicely define the geology of the region.
There are three multi-element anomalous regions within the study area. These
regions include the northern Magdalena Mountains, Socorro Peak, and Polvadera
Mountain. The Magdalenas have anomalous concentrations of many elements including
As, Cu, Pb, U, and Zn. These anomaliesare coincident with the Northern Magdalena,

Magdalena, Hop Canyon, and Water Canyon mining districts. Socorro Peak contains
anomalous concentrations of Ba, Pb, and Zn. This area is coincident with the Socorro
Peak mining district. Polvadera Mountain has anomalous concentrations of Mo, Th, U,

Y, and Zr. This is likelythe result of sampling the Precambrian granites as well as the
carbonatite dikes in this region.
A final conclusion is the presence of an arsenic anomaly within the Chupadera

Mountains. This anomaly is coincident with the Luiz Lopez miniig district. This
anomaly is significant because of the environmental problems associated with arsenic.
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APPENDIX A
ORIENTATION SURVEY DETAILS
This project beganwith an orientation survey conductedon March 7, 1996. The
primary goal of this survey was toestablish the grainsize fraction that would be collected
during hture work. The best sample size would be the
size ii-action that involved a
reasonable sievingeffort to obtain a required quantity and showed the
overall highest
elemental concentrations.
The Nogal Arroyowas chosen for the stream that would be used
to conduct this
survey. Samples were collected fiom three locations withinthe stream approximately
50 m apart. Samples consisted of a composite ofthree subsamples taken across the
streambed., The samples were sieved and five sizefractions were collected. The five size
fractions were

> 500 pm
500 > x > 250
250 > x > 125
125>x>63
< 63 pm
Each of the size fractions was placed in a polyethylenesample bag and labeled witha
sample number that is a combination of location and size fraction.
SampleNumbers:

XXXZZZ

XMC is the location 0, 50, 100 meters
ZZZ is the size fraction 500,250, 125,063, L63
After returning from the field each size fractionwas weighed and then the < 500 pm size
ffactions were analyzed by x-ray fluorescence spectrometry. Only one sample location
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yielded enough of the < 63 pm size fiaction for analysis. Table A-1 shows the results of
the grain size analysis while TableA-2 shows the results of the geochemical analysis.
As a result of this survey, as well as a reviewof current literature regarding
stream sediment sampling, it was decided
that we would use a slightly larger fraction
than the < 125 pm size fiaction used in this survey. Therefore, the < 150 pm was chosen

for use in the project.

A-2

A-3

TABLE A-2. ORIENTATION SURVEY GEOCHEMICAL DATA

APPENDIX B
DETAILED FIELD PROCEDURES
Equipment
1.GPSreceiver
2. Maps
3. Field forms
4. Plasticbucket
5. Aluminum trowel
6 . Stainless steel colander
7. Stainless steel sieves (60 and 100 mesh)
8. Stainless steel brush
9. Paintbrush
10. Rags
11. Polyethylene bags(1 gal.)
12. Pens
Procedure
1. Arrive at sampling location at least 50m upstream &om road and any contamination.
2. Turn on the GPS receiver and allow itto acquire satellites.

3. Fill out data form saving the location for last. This will allow the GPS time to
stabilize.
4. Clean sampling apparatus
a. Scoop up several trowels full of bed material. Pour this material through the
colander intothe plastic bucket.
b. Swirl the collected material around the inside of the bucket allowing the material
to completely coat the inside ofthe bucket.
c. Dump the collected material into the sieves and sieve. After sieving is completed,
discard all of the material collected.
d. Brush the sieves mesh with the wire and paintbrushes until clean.
e. Wipe all of the sampling equipment down with the rags.

5. Collectsample
a. Scoop up equal proportions of bed material &om 5 locations spaced
approximately 10 m apart. Pour this material through the colander into the plastic
bucket. This will effectively remove the verylarge particles.
b. Pour the material collected into the sieves and sieve.
c. Collect the material &om the pan ( 4 5 0 pm) as well as the 100 mesh sieve
(150<x<250 pm).
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d. Place the samples into polyethylene bags and labelthe bags as
SOC96XXX for the 4 5 0 ,urn sediment &action
CSOCXXX for the 150<x-=250pm sediment &action

6 . Wipe down the sampliig equipment before movingon to the next sample site.
7. At every 30thsite sample the sameas above except when f ~ s h e repeat
d
the
procedure choosing 5 new locations.
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DETAILED SAMPLE PREPARATION
Eauiument

1. Microsplitter with two pans.
2. Polyethylene Pill Bottles
3.Tungsten-carbideSwingMill
4. Alcohol
5. Kimwipes
6. Pressed Pellet Die, Sleeve, Cylinder
7. Scale
8. Weigh Paper
9. Agate Mortar and Pestle
10.2% Polyvinyl alcohol solution
1 1.Boric Acid
12. HydraulicPress
13. Hot plate
14. Acetone
15. Pt Crucibles, CastingDish and Tongs
16. Spartan Fusion Machine
17. Lithium Borate Flux 12:22 (12parts di-lithium tetraborare and 22 parts lithium
metaborate)
18. Lithium Bromide
19. Ammonium Nitrate
20. Furnace and Drying Oven
21. Ceramic crucibles (L.O.I.)
Procedure

1. Split each < 150 pm sample using a non-contaminating microsplitter. Split the
sample until left with approximately25 g of sample in one pan. The remainder ofthe
sample should be placed back in
the sample bag. The 25 g split should be placed in a
polyethylene pill bottle labeled with
the sample number.
2. The samples contained in bags are placed instorage for future use while the samples
in pill bottles undergo *her sample preparation.
3. The samples are then ground in atungsten-carbide swing mill. Between each sample
the mill should be cleaned with combination
a
of water and alcohol to prevent crosscontamination. The ground sampleis placed back in the pill bottle and is ready for
the preparation of pressed pellets andfusion disks.
4. Pressed Pellet Creation (Follows in-housepreparation handout of Philip Kyle)
a. The Die, sleeve, cylinder, mortar, and pestle are all cleaned with acetone prior to
sample preparation. The die is put together with the aluminum sleeve in place.
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b. Seven grams of sample are weighed and placed intothe agate mortar. Seven
drops ofthe Polyvinyl alcohol solution are added and then homogenized with the
sample using the pestle.
c. The sample is transferred into the die and then the steel cylinder is used to form
the sample withinthe die. The aluminum sleeve andsteel cylinder arethen pulled
out ofthe die.
d. A boric acid backmg is then applied to cover the back andsides of the sample in
the die.
e. The final die plunger is then added and the die is transferredto the hydraulic press
where it is placed underten tons of pressure for one minute.
f. The fmal pressed pellet is then labeled with the sample number and driedon a hot
plate.

5. Fusion Disk Creation (Follows in-house preparation handoutof Philip Kyle)
a. Remove lithium bromide and ammonium nitrate from dessicator and placein
drying oven for approximately 10 minutes.
b. Fill flux bottle mixing thoroughly to ensure homogeneity and place near scale.
c. Clean crucibles and casting dish and allow to dry.
d. Follow directions to turn on Spartan fusion machine.
e. Check the calibration of the balance (with one gram weight)to ensure tolerance of
1.0000 i0.0005 grams.
f. Determine flux loss by
1). Zero balance and weigh dry cool crucible recording weight.
2). Place 4-6 grams of flux into crucible and reweigh recording weightof
crucible plus flux.
3). Using Pt tongs place crucible on fusion machine and leavefor 3 to 5 minutes.
4). Occasionally swirl the crucible to remove gas bubbles.
5). After the flux has fully hsed remove fiom fusion machine and allow to cool.
6). When cool reweigh crucible recording flux loss usingthe following equation
Weight of Flux = (Crucible+Flux)-(Crucible)
Flux Weight Loss = (Crucible+Flux)-(Crucible+Flux after heating)
Flux Loss as % = Flux weight loss* 100 / Weight of Flux
g. Sample Preparation
1). In crucible combine

1.0000 f 0.0005 grams of sample
6.000 f 0.001 grams of flux adjusted for flux loss
0.050 f 0.001 grams of lithium bromide
0.05 0.01 grams of ammonium nitrate

*

2). Homogenize mixture in crucible.
3). Place crucibleon left burner of fusion machine and allowto fuse for 4 to 5
minutes.
4). Occasionally swirl the crucible to remove gas bubbles.
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5). After the sample has cooled transfer to casting dish on the right burner and
apply air to cool.
6). After air cooling remove sample and
place on paper towel to f i s h cooling.
7). Using sticky labels. Label the samplewith sample number and final sample
weight.
Final Flux Weight = Flux weight- (Flux weight xFlux loss as percentage)
Final Sample Weight= Sample Weight * (6.0000 /Final Flux Weight)

6. Loss on Ignition Determination (Follows in-house preparation handoutof Philip
KYW
a. Remove clean crucibles fkom drying oven and place indessicator to cool.
b. Weigh crucible andrecord the weight
c. Place 2 to 4 grams of sample in crucible andrecord the weight.
d. Dry samples in oven at 110 "C for two hours.
e. Remove samples %om oven and place in dessicator to cool.
f. When cool reweigh sample + crucible
g. Place crucible inhigh temperature with the following settings
Initial Rate
Transitional Temperature
Hold Time
Final Rate
Final Temperature
Final Hold

20 "C/minute
100 "C
1 minute
20 "C/minute
1000 "C
120 minutes

h. Allow samples to cool completely and reweigh.
i. Calculate LO1 andH20LO1 = 100 x [(crucible+sample)-(weight 1000 "C)] / [(crucible+sample)-(crucible)]
H20- = 100 x [(crucible+sample)-(weight 110 "C)] / [(crucible+sample)-(crucible)]
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APPENDIX C
POTASSIUM OXIDE CONVERSION
A zone of potassium-metasomatism has been identified withinthe study area for

this project. Because of this zone it was decided that it would be niceto have potassium
oxide data for all of the sample locations. In order to accomplish this a new program was
written for theXRF that would enable the determination
of KzO on pressed powders.
This programwas tested by plotting the data determined on pressed powders against that
of the traditional methodof fusion disks (Fig. C-la). The result was a consistent linear
trend in the data. The trend of this line was determinedto be
y=0.8061x+O.1744
where y = value fiom fusion disk
x = value fiom pressed powder.
In order to obtain the most accurate data possible, the valuesfor pressed powders were
converted to values closerto fusion disk with the useof the equation above. As a final
check, the converteddata for pressed powderswas plotted againstthat of the fusion disks
(Fig. C-lb). This time the equation ofthe line has a slope of one, which means the data is
closer to the values obtainedby fusion disks.
A second conversion was required dueto a change in the program between
sample runs. The details of this conversion are shown in figure C-2a-b. All of the
samples were then converted using the data fiom the specificprogram they were
determined under. Finally the converted KzO data was used inthe creation of the
potassium oxide map.
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APPENDIX D
STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIALS

SOC96SRMl
SOC96SRM1 is an in-house reference material collected fiom within the study
area. The sample was collected July 8, 1996. Approximately 2 kg of < 150 pm sediment
was collected fiom the Arroyo de la Parida located eastof the Rio Grande. The location
ofthe sample site was UTM Zone 13s 330344m E, 3779324mN.
SOC96SR1\/I2
SOC96SRM2 is an in-house reference material collected fiom within the study
area. The sample was collected August 21, 1996. Approximately 10 kg o f < 150 pm
sediment wascollected fiom San Lorenzo Arroyo locatedwest of the Rio Grande. The
location ofthe sample site was UTM Zone 13s 322556mE, 3788844mN.

NIST SRM 2704
SRM 2704 is a standard reference material issued bythe National Institute of
Standards and Technology. The river sediment for this SRM was collected fiom the
Buffalo River near the Ohio Street Bridge in Buffalo,New York. The sediment was
screened and passed through a 100 mesh (150 pm) sieve andcollected on a 400 mesh
sieve (38 pm). The sediment was radiation sterilized, blended, and bottled in 50g units.
The certified values for this standard are weighted meansof results fiom two or more
analytical methods. Noncertifed values are provided for information only (Reed, 1990).

Jsd-l
Jsd-1 is a standard reference material issued by the Geological Survey of Japan.
The river sediment for this SRM is a composite sample of the northern region, Ibaraki
Prefecture. This sample was issued in 1988 (Govindarajy 1994).

Jsd-2 is a standard reference material issued by the Geological Survey of Japan.
The river sedimentfor this SRM is a composite sampleof the eastern region, Ibaraki
Prefecture. This sample was issued in 1989 (Govindaraju, 1994).
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Jsd3
Jsd-3 is a standard reference material issued
by the Geological Surveyof Japan.
The river sediment for this SRM is a compositesample of the central region, Ibaraki
Prefecture. This sample was issued in 1988 (Govindaraju, 1994).
STSD-3
STSD-3 is a standard reference material issued
by Canada Center for Mineral and
Energy Technology, Mines and Resources. The river sedimentfor this SRM is a
composite ofthe Hirok Stream and Lavant Creek (Govindaraju, 1994).
STSD-4
STSD-4 is a standard reference material issued
by Canada Center for Mineral and
Energy Technology, Mines and Resources (Govindaraju,1994).
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TABLE D-I UNBALANCED TWO-LEVEL DESIGN
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TABLE D-I UNBALANCED TWO-LEVEL DESIGN

I SOC96120 I SOC96120 I SOC96120I
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Fe203 (%)"
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TABLE D-1 UNBALANCEDMIO-LEVEL DESIGN
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I ANALYTICAL I WlTHlN STREAM I

TABLE D-I UNBALANCED TWO-LEVEL DESIGN
SAMPLE
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TABLE D-2. INTERNATIONAL SRM'S
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TABLE D-2. Tables of international standard reference materials used in the study.
Ref. 1 is values fiom Govindaraju (1994).
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TABLE D-2. Tables of international standard reference materials used in the study.
Ref. 1 is values fiom Govindaraju (1994).
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TABLE D-2. INTERNATIONAL SRM'S
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TABLE D-2. Tables of international standard reference materialsused in the study.
Ref 1 is values fiom Govindaraju (1994).
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